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Faculty

Back Row: Mrs. L. Smith, Miss C. Campbell, Ms. Roberton, Mrs. B. Elliot, Mr. M. McNamara, Mr. J. Schieb, Mr. G. Rowan
Middle Row: Mr. C. Wells, Miss B. Wadleigh, Mr. C. Williams, Mrs. L. Retchless, Mr. L. Fitopolous, Miss J. Martineau, Mr. S. Foster,

Miss S. Belanger, Miss T. Portelli, Mr. J. Rioux, Mr. E. Grenier, Mrs. S. Telling, Ms. Reynolds, Mr. C. Planetta, Ms. C. Chartrand, Ms. E.

Getty, Mr. P. Dunn
Front Row: Mr. E. Van Dyke, Mr. A. Simard, Mr. A. Elliot, Mr. T. Steel, Mr. C. Shannon, Mr. B. Denney, Mr. V. Jansen, Ms. L. Gittens,

Mr. G. Telling
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HEADMASTER Mr. Christopher Shannon, B.A., M.A., M.Ed.

ASSISTANT HEADMASTER Dr. Tom Steel, B.Sc, Ph.D., Dip. Ed.
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DIRECTOR OF STUDENT LIFE Mr. Eric Van Dyke, B. Eng, Dip. Ed.
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Prefects

Back Row: B. Forino, J. Gray, J. Cowan, C. McComber, S. Iserhoff, R. Lenz, R. Chang,
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During the past school year the national and international scene seemed to

he rife with crises, each of which provided much fodder for the media:

the threat of SARS. Mad Cow disease, the coming of the West Nile virus,

unstable stock markets, war in Iraq and Afghanistan and the perpetual

human drama of suicide bombers, political challenges and human tragedy

in the Middle East. Quite simply, on a purely emotional level, the world

beyond our gates was a difficult canvas against which we were expected

to inspire young minds and hearts. But what these events have demon-

strated is that the world continues to face challenges - serious problems.

But like all problems in life, they can and must be managed, and this is

perhaps the greatest challenge that we have in schools: preparing the next

generation of leaders to be confident and well equipped to lead with

confidence, but in their own way. Indeed, the world can be a difficult

place and Life is sure to have its bumps. However, I believe we prepare

our graduates to be contributors, problem-solvers and leaders who will

address problems head-on rather than remain on the sidelines. This year

as a group of faculty and students we have achieved a lot that we can be

proud of. Early in the school year we acknowledged the solemnity of the

first anniversary of the tragedy of the September 1

1

,h
attacks. In October, a delegation of teachers and students traveled to

Germany to attend the annual Round Square Conference, where after a two-year application process, Stanstead College was

officially welcomed into that international association of schools. In doing so, we have opened a world of opportunities to

our students: exchanges, conferences and service projects abroad. Next September another student delegation will travel to

the annual RS conference - this time in South Africa - with presentations planned from Archbishop Desmond Tutu and

Nobel peace laureate Nelson Mandela. Round Square is a fantastic vehicle for growth and learning with a global perspec-

tive. I urge all students and parents to consider how to be involved in the future. I also look back over the past ten months

and see vivid images of the many athletic teams that represented the school this year. Regardless of results, I always wit-

nessed a strong sense of pride in the athletes wearing our red and white school colours. 1 continue to receive calls and letters

from other schools about Stanstead athletes’ excellent comportment and sportsmanship - the pride they display in an age

where those standards are seemingly fading away in many other schools. We also had students proudly represent Stanstead

in a host of co-curricujar activities: public speaking, model U.N., community service initiatives to name a few. Here too our

students represented us well and surely grew through their exposure to new challenges beyond the classroom. It is important

to remember the impact of the recent Gulf War on our international school community. With the American military initiative

in Iraq in late March and Canada's decision not to be involved, one might have expected fractious problems to have devel-

oped in our school; but interestingly, they did not materialize. For me, the absence of such trouble here speaks volumes. I

feel it is because our students have learned to be genuinely respectful of each other’s different backgrounds and perspectives

- even on matters as sensitive as die Iraqi conflict. 'Fhe respect they demonstrated this year was particularly impressive. This

brings me back to an important word I shared with all of the graduates at the formal dinner dance in June: passion. To learn,

to live, to strive with passion is what makes a difference in life and here at school. Those who really care about something or

someone are the ones who have the most notable impact on what they do in life and in their communities. We want each

Stanstead student to find their passion and strive to work for what is most important to them. I urge all graduates to do so

with Stanstead College in their heart and a willingness to lead and be accountable for their actions. If that is how our gradu-

ates will behave, then we will have truly played an important part in moulding citizens who know the importance of passion

in a world that is begging for more care and guidance. Finally, I would like to offer thanks to our Trustees. Faculty and Staff

who have all been selfless in helping to provide a first-class educational environment. Our faculty in particular have worked

closely with the students - teaching, coaching, advising and guiding. I thank them and our support staff for another year of

exceptional service to our students and for making Stanstead College a special learning community where we are able to

make a positive impact on the lives of young people.

-Christopher Shannon

Headmasters Message



The Spectrum Creed
We capture life, what's ours and what's not.

old friends not to be forgot.

We capture truth and Stanstead life

destiny, fate, and strife.

We capture photos of everything

summer, fall, winter and spring.

We capture everything that we see,

and design it to the best degree
We capture what we wish could be,

classes, sports, and activities

We capture goals, fears and dreams
what we do, and our teams.

We capture memories for you and me,
of past, and present, and what will be.

(Thanks to Becky Wilson for the inspiration)
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Teddy Astono
3 years in Stanstead is like watching sunrise, it's seems so long yet it’s very brief. The result howeverjis clear.

My life has been brightened up. Thanks to my parents again, for giving me the most support. This is the place

where 1 actually grew up, the place I could call my second home. Thank you all who have helped me through

this place for 3 years. Mr. Telling, there’s nothing to say about you, still and will always be the greatest advisor.
Ms. Getty, thanks for being there when I am dazed and confused. Mme. Ledoux, thanks for helping me out

with advice and all those reservations. Mine. Martineuu. merci pour avoir me motiver, eoacltfuh jourJe vais

batted ton record! !}, Mr. Denny, anti Mrs. Retchless, thanks for the guidance. Mr. Scheib, tWanks for the free

“counselling” session, your advice has been very hel pful for me. Mr. Wells, thanks for the helping megut with
the recommendation forms. Lucy, thanks for being a mother all the time throughout this year. Mr. HttaftoureS*

(Lazo), you’re the man, dude! Thanks for everything. Finally, the laundry ladies, and the maintenance staff,

nd Maida thanks for everything. And to all my friends, thanks foreverything. all of you will last in my memory,
hinps that don’t kill you will make you stronger." - My German friends, my hat goes off to you.

1 2 life was actually pretty 'good, I met a lot ofnew friends and I had a lot of great memories,

oelieve that I have to leave soon. 4 years have passed so quick, tooo quick.. I wasn’t in school a lot this

but 1 think this year wilt be the year that 1 remember the most because of all the things happened to

I also learned a lot more about life, seeing things around me changing. I will never forget all the time I had
in Stanstead and the last break I had, I got so many surprises from people because I will be 1 8 soon. Thanks
to all the teachers that taught me., my advior, Mr Wells . To friends, thanks to my Chinese people, they are

all like my brothers or sisters, always taking care of me. Michael teaching me calculus during study- you
the one who helps me getting into university- never forget this. Sister cooked rice forme to eat ! During

break, talking in the Japanese restaurant about our love experiences with mark, vivien, sisters, frank, ian..

: Korean friends, the grade 12’ s, especially to my “sai low” and the one I was with, it was very great to

guys!! We had fun during break. Remember come to visit me!! 1 will come back to visit all of you
welcome you all to come. Always remember me in the future...wish you guys all the best and good

20
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Gaby Coburn
n waiting for has conic at last. 1 look back on my years

it, as a challenge .One where l could prove to everyone that

t. Mom and Dad thanks for sending me and not backing down no matter

how much I complained. MiS'Capipfceli you have helped me the most, even when

you weren't very happy .with my actions you still stood behind me.

you’re an old man, thank you. Sany, you can do it! I’ll miss

everyone! “Half the world is composed of idiots, the

enough to take indecent ad\ antage of them.”

-Walter Kerr .
. ..

Andrew Copestake
Be sincere; be brief; be seated

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Anthony Del
This year is FO SHOOOOO OVER! ! First and for most, the parental*, I owe everything to you

thanks for the year...And my boys back at home, don’t worry, we’ve got all summer to make up

this year! Cookie you were my motivation, Thanks....Now, for the Stanstead friends, thanks ft

making this year a lot more enjoyable. Sonny brp. Paul, last name Job Not only do you have free

tickets to the show, but you are VIP, on the guest list. FOGS, round 3 and I’ve never seen a

pick up a language so fast. ROB, FO SHOW repin the NYC, love you dawg Veillette. Frenchman

Boucher. Le'gros plan!!, creee. Remember golf and the highway! Forino, I know you love those

imitations I do haha BOYS! Tristan,(got milk?) you light weight, out cold by 1030, snow taste

gpod”? BO, the year is over. Osei and Chad, despite the fact that you are both black. .
.

you are

rJaitist kids in the school haha, good times, peace. Naeho, you crazy Mexican, good times' rv»

I ike MTI .?M .Rioux LET’ S GO BOYS, THIS WILL ONLYTAKE 30 SET™r
~

the LADIES, ohhhhh the Stanstead girls, where do I start, what can 1 say

'eah we’re swift. Riiight. So many memories, idiosyncrasies, pedagogical stuff, dreams, heartac!

fantabulous discoveries. . . they’re far too many. My best friend, you will forever hold my heart. I've le

from you sweetie. My girls. I’ll love you forever and for always. For my small one. babe

me at hello, Tdot, the force is strong in you, please do not harm the ducklings. My baby. Annya, sorry 1 couldn’t

alway s bethere. Even as yourmother,TH neverbe abletothankyouforall that you have taughtme—camping

cookie-dough, message-in-a-bottle, cheerios.My little Leigh, alwaysgoodfoi a laugh, follow the worm, he

lead the way. (Stay away from covered bridges.) Matt thanks big bro~ I love u man! You put up with more

than any person ever should, especially your legs. My squirrel. Sandy, you taught me what it means to be a

friend! I will not say bve to any of you because the time that we were together is the time to remember, if

never meet again our adventures are in my heart for always, for you are all '“special” and have made a bettei

person of me. All of those whom 1 haven’t mentioned you know that 1 love you, Louis. Roomie. Mr.

inklesworth. my Mom and Dad, you give me strength. (FRITZY, because he begged) May everyone hav

in all of their endeavors and remember ME most of all! Hugs and Kisses. Love and Wishes.

—

—
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guess I will try to keep this short. - As you know grad write-ups are all sort of the

a huge thank you to my parents, and family for supporting me on my ongoing

As we] 1 for lifting me up when there have been times of frustration, and confusion,

thanks to all my friends you know who you are. A couple of mcmorajte times this.

York City class trip, and May Canoe trip. Hey Pinto. “Don't touch it” too funny,

try not to race that Integra to hard ! Rhett and Dave great times, 1 am sure-

1

Grade 1 2 day students maybe you will have better luck next year parking

knows I did not get very far!

:

ueacti as well as. . .. Wait, tins isn

thank my family and all my friends for supporting me over the years. To
just have a few things to say, Crazy Hand- We had some good times.. .And f

don’t think.1 have to tell you that the super Wal-Mart is opening up soon... Hahaha, Pinto (fo shot- You know
how we do! And hopefully by this summer 1 cartgo to the show too. Tristan- You. ... You complete me! From
dusk till dawn, you my friend are an animal. Santino- Hey, when'd you gel out? And remember, rule with

an iron fist. Beeforino- ThankGod I didn’t make the golf team, who do I look like SirEdmund Hillary? Cree-

You think it's gonna rain? Perretta- You were good kid. real good, but as long as I’m around you’ll always

be second best see. Oh I almost forgot . . . Go get your shine box ! The year is finally over. . . It went by so fast.

I
We had some good times and some hard times, but the memories will last forever. And I’m looking Forward

4 long years at Stanstead. it all went by so fast, it almost seemed like yesterday I was saying goodbye
my parents to start a new journey. If not for tny parents I wouldn’t be where 1 am today, thank you
much for giving me this opportunity. Mom and dad 1 love you guys so friuch. To my friends you

have made so many memories and good times, I cant list them all here. Rob and Pete, you've been
there though it all good times and in bad. Rob. you’re a real fighter and don’t ever give that up, hey
and remember the expos game that guy with the duck horn! ! Pete, you have changed me so much,
crayfish bay, our fights on the hockey bus, and Slovakia was so much fun! Shawn, I couldn't have
gotten through this year without you but you need to keep practicing your L's! ! Paul and Jon. you
guys could makeme laugh anytime, anywhere, Cppestake you have been i great roommate, the^Wr

on your face when you broke that mirror was priceless. Mr. Mac, Mr. Rioux, and Mr. Van Dyke
thanks for all your advice and guidance, but those fishing trips were the best. The annual golf

will be continued next year. A special thanks toeveryone who made this year unforgettable,

.

luck to all in the future! For now, bye Stanstead!!

Jacob
Driving home the other day, 1 did something I haven’t done in a long time: I turned off

;ave me some time to think and the first thing that came to mind was sports. Through a few minutes

of analyzing. I realized how positively unimportant they are, professional sports especially. I

looked at most of pop culture and noticed how menial most of it is. Movies, music, clothes, etc. .

.

Our lives would not be any better or worse without most of it. So the question to ask is now, what
is left? The answer is obvious if not overused and cliched: Happiness. In the end, the only

to strive for is happiness and it's ultimate culmination, love. Then it dawned on me: this is w
all of the things that don’t matter fit in. Sports, movies, music and other trivial pastimes exist

to inspire happiness. Anger and fear exist only to provide a balance for without it, we would spiral

off into a hedonistic madness. So, above all, strive to be happy, but remember, everything in

moderation. As two wise men once said, “If it’s not fun, why do it?” - Ben and Jerry.
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Well three years at Stanstead didn't seem as long as it would be. All the people at Stanstead madem
stay that much more. Crayfish Bay: Tristan, be a man! You know what I’m talking about. Paul, I

know I’m huge. Cole. quit waking me up at 7:30 in the morning,ON AWEEKEND! John, someday

I’llseSfuon Saturday Night Live. Having trouble gettingoutofthe hammock? All thoseAm times

in the locker room, Forinc ) , Perrettfl Pete, good times. Michael and Mark, you two know how to

cook. Mir:'Mac., thanks tor all those longs speeches on hockey. Mr. Rioux. geez where do I start?

Yofrgone fishing? Seriously. I appreciate all that you've done for me. Mr. Van Dyke, I love that

golf swing. Thanks for the fun. T also want to say thanks to the Comeau s. I enjoyed the laughs

Und friendship. Bo, keep golfing. List, but not least, my family. 1 just want to say to my mom and

dfid, prank youiflnd ntuch love. Yoy always pushed me to the limit and I appreciate that. My brother’s

Ashley and Matthew, both of y uu hav e inspired me in one-way oranother. Thank you. 1 love vou snuvs

That's it for now. I'm outty, peace. Shawn.

Shawn Iserhoff

arie-Pier Jacques
was my second year in Stanstead, and it's already over. To describe my time in one word it would

to be: “fast” I remember my first day I was so discouraged every' night 1 would cry. The first

ith was difficult, although it was worth it. I learnt more in two; years at Stanstead .than anywhere

I would like to say a special thanks to my teachers who supported me 'til the end! Thanks to

those who gave me a chance when 1 needed it. What can I say about the girls in Webster? Well I

all and I had a great year with you. even if at times it wasn't easy. 1 want to say bye to my
Salut les lilies! Je vous souhaites de reussir I'axmee prochaine. Vous avez ete de

compagnes de classes, j'ai vraiment eu du plaisir a.vous compte' mesjokes. Bye monsieur

F. Salut Vanessa on se revoit cet ete, change pas tu es super! Bye to all the Mexican girls, viva

Mexico. I will miss you. Bye Maiko and Andrew, I love you so much and yes we will see each other

2010. And for the'rest ofyou that I care about you know who you are and let’s keep in touch.

~
. . Scarv Feet xxx

Paul Job
To bowl or not to bowl? That is the question. The answer is. . .dude?! The year has finally reached its highly

anticipated destination - the end This year has had its ups and its downs and yes I’m well aware that chicks dig

the long bail, but all in all 1 would like’ to thank my family, who will remain anonymous for federal reasons,

for always being there, paying the phone bill and putting up with my endless complaints. You guys are niy

motivation and flove you. Then there are thepeople who made the year alotmore funiban expected, too main

to mention all. but you know who you are. Thanks for all the sssick times and 1 know I never say this but. well,

you don't drag me down , I dragme down andyou, you guys complete me (fightingtears). JF- Most improved,

ADP - Oh you know how we do! You going to the show? RP- Stevie Wonder and Ray Charles? TB - Shut

Kja, jug shut up! You had me at hello! SI/BF - That was huge ! Sheilah - Thank you for making everything

so much easier. T must go now and take my place as emperor of the world, so I leave you with these final words,AMBi the string.Ief s go boiys. ask an old boy, hey straight!, do you have a license for those things?,

keep your nose clean, this should only take thirty seconds, so what s your point and so anyways; I was...and it

was good. Ifyou need me I'll be in D21.9 for obvious reasons, but until we meet again. I'm out! that’s what she

said!

It’s been long but great 3 years here at Stanstead College. First I would like to

thank my parents for their support. I can't believe I am graduating SC. I have

t lots of memories of the last three years. I’ve got a many good memories also

I bad memories too. However I will never forget the bad memories. I'd like to

| thank all of my friends. Especially my old roommate Robin and all of the

Now we areChinese and. Korean people-. I will miss you guys so much
graduating SC. However I believe we will keep in touch with each other so I

will not say good-bye. Wish you guys luck in university!.
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Leaving room 106 isn't the problem. Although my last steps on campus is where it all starts. Life is

to short to worry about small petty problems that recur over and again, so why bother with a period

of three months when on the long run none of it meant a thing. Life seems too short to worry, but

take tlie time to appreciate those that you meet, becauseyou neverknow . .
.

you i night meet someone
like me that could back stab you. so please take ones advice, and stayjtl^ ay from me. You lie in

bed, or I ie to others, but think of the good times thatyou said happened,andremember tltem forev^l
Between decaying teeth, babies being killed and fighting world depression, life isn't

that bad . . .depending ofcourse whoyou choose to be friends with? There are some that 1 will miss,

and one, which I'll laugh at. Although that's the beauty of it all, because in every life there is alwayT
one ugly duckling that seems to be lost in a world that is to big for them. Love to the ones f love kox

Sandrine Lanot
Wow. 1 can still remember my first day at Stanstead College, the only words 1 had in my vocabulary were yes,

no, thank you. ketchupH ! As you can see Stanstead College has not only givenme the opportunity to learn another

language but it also made me meet some incredible people. During those three years I have been through so

much, when you think about it. our lives sound like soap operas! ! ! Even though I am sad to leave Stanstead.

I know that the relationships I have built here will follow me all my life. Atinya, my French buddy, you were
always there forme no matter what, Nicole, you mean so much to me and you will always have a special place

in ray heart. Leigh, don’t let anyone, change you. your simplicity is what makes you so special. Vicky, I don't

know where to start, you arc the first person f met here and even after everything that happened we are still

friends. Matt, I simply want to thank you for being the person that you are. 1 will always rememberour long,

long talks in the car „ . . My: three years at Stanstead have made me discover so many things about myscii.

Stanstead College has given me the motivation and the determination to achieve my goals and to reach my full

potential. 1 want to finish by wishing everybody good luck and by thanking my family. 1 love you all!!!

Judy Lee
My last year in Stanstead was the best year. I did not even realize 1 was avvayfrom home nor did it feel, lonely.

My classmates were always funny and entertained the class where I could gain the energy to smile and to study.

But J especially want to thank my bathroommate, VIVIEN, whom 1 always cooked with and chatted until

midnight. And there is NATHALIE, who was almost like my tutor and supported me in many ways. RICK,
who seemed like my little brother, I am sure you will meet the most beautiful girl. There are too many people
I want to mention and give special thanks to, JASON-M1CHAEI -TEDDY (you guys are so funny!),

ROB IN(don' ttease me !), JOHN.-TONY.-LirKE<My bestKorean friends
!
).MARK ( Stop h iumg !). SANY.

AH-REUM, KAI and Korean Juniors. 1 will never forget the memories with you guys. Also, to my ad\ tsor

Mr. S1MARD. thanks for delicious dinner! And to my BE, SONNY, ThanksTor making me smile arid iuuflf

all the time. And at last. I want to thank my parents who gave me a great opportunity to meetifte^iredotis
friends, and SUNG-AH. my sworn sister, I miss you so much and thank you for always making me happy.

Honestly, 1 don’t know how I can handle myself without you guys next year and I will MISS you and LOVE you
always & FOREVER. Thanks to all of you guys!

!

Julie Lemay
My first day at Stanstead seems like yesterday. The years have gone by so fast. I probably wouldn’t have
made it through without my "little" sister Marie- Eve, she’s always been there for me during good and bad
days. No I did not come to Stanstead because I got kicked out ofmy other school. I came because I was
forced to. my parents wanted me to learn English and to also leam how to smile, it’s the best decision

they ’ yemade and I'll always be grateful. I’ ve achieved what they were expecting from me: over the years
I learned English but learning how to smile wasn't an easy task, it took me two years to finally find

someone that could put a smile to my face 24/7. Rob I Love You sooo much. I still can’t believe I’m
going out with you. Babe . . . Annie machiri d'amourmeme si on aeudes petites (ben une grosse) chicane,

tu restes la meilleure chiri d'amour au monde. disons que ca va nous couter cher d'interrurbain la

prochain. I’ll never forget my tripleF's we hadagreattime and next year isgoingtobe so different without
me cause I’m so good...blablabla (Joke) guess who 1 was imitating??? Sarah oublie pas BCW (Bit.,

captain wannabe). Anyway I’ll miss you all and I know I forgot some people but I can’t fit you all in, and
no Sheilah I didn’t forget you don't cry it’s just basketball.
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Two year later you leave this place, you look at yoursell and ask whether it was worth it to go through this. In my

case it was. Yeah I had bad times but it’s always what you make out of it and for myself 1 did all I could do. What

do 1 mean with I made the best out of it? First of all 1 made friends which 1 will never lose, I made memories

I will never forget and I made someone out of myself which 1 will never forget and I will stay thankful for it.

I want to thank my parents for gi\ in a ine the opportunity to go to Canada and make this experience, thanks

mom A dad. Bui it's always good to know that you have a second home in Canada soTHANX DUGGI AND
JUA'NNH. you are the greatest and I can’t wait to see you next year.There are some more people I have to

thank Peter. Martin and Copcsiake. 1 love you Bros. Mo & Nacho I can wait to see what you can get out of

Stnnstead. Vanessa thanks for all the good time we had together. I’m coming to Montreal to destroy your,

extremely tacky, apartment next year. Montse my little sis don t worry' you will find the one. Alex, words say

less then action. ".You should understand the way it was back then, because it is the same even now.

One love Peace Rob Lenz

went so fast. I thank my pa rents who gave me a great opportunity to come

Stanstead and My advisor Mr. Mac who always supported me when I face difficult situations.

Thank you Sir!!AA . When I look back my past, 1 realize that many friends supported, helped, and

irriailemelaugtyFirstof all 1 thankmy roommateJonathan. Heisa very niceguyandhealwaysmade

me happy. So does my last roommate Mr. Copstake He is mv best roommate ever in Stanstead.

He had done so many things for me when I just needed it. I will miss you Copper!!AA . Secondly,

my Korean friends. . . Especially Luke, Tony, Sonny', and Judy, Without their help and support 1

might not have had great experience of enjoying my Stanstead life. Others Sol, Kai, Paul Yoon and

Kim, Rick, Park, Brandon, Kewn Won, Joo Sung, Chris K, Tae Kyun, and so on. We did not have

many conversations but 1 was happy when you guys were smiling at me and made me laugh~AA

Thank you Guys! ! . Finally, Chinesepeople Jason, Micheal, Sany , VMan ,
Mark, Louis, Robin, Teddy,

and Junior kidsAA I am glad, that I have friends like you guys!! I had great time with you guys. 1 will

go to miss you guvs but we will meet each other one day. Iwish you guys, to success your goal and have

nice summer vacationAA

1 have been here for almost 4 years in Stanstead College. During my Stanstead life, 1 saw and learned

so many things. And, now, I am preparing to leave Stanstead. My time in Stanstead is over. I want

to say “Thankyou
,!

to all ofmy supporters, Especially, my parents, they gaveme a great opportunity.

My friends,Teddy . . .no rice for you . . . Mark, please trytosleep quietly ... I can hear you snoring (I'm

kidding...) Luke, you are a good supporter for helping me ... John... finally we are going to

different schools. I hope you enjoy your time in your university. Lastly, I'd like to give

to my teachers. Mr. Rioux, you are the best house director I have ever seen (out of three. . . ) Mrs,

Retchless, thank you for my univ ersities guidance, Mr. Planetta, your biology class is

my advisor. Mrs. Smith, you are my most favorite teacher. All memories from Stanstead will

somewhere in my heart and never will fade away. 1 will remember forever.

Thank you, people and Goodbye.

Allen Liu
The superior man is modest in his speech, but exceeds in his actions.

-Confucius
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Nataue Lussier
Looking back atmy years at Stanstead, I believe 1 have grown a lot through all ofthe numerous experiences I ha\ e

had here. This year specifically was more of a focus on University and my future. In this respect I have many
thanks to give out. most notably to: my loving and supportiv e parents; Mr. Denny who believed in me; Mr.
Wells who helped me with a lot ofadvanced Math; Ms. Getty who was my mentor and encouraged me in Web
Site Club; Mr. Sintard tor being a great advisor; Mr. Houghton for giving me access to special parts of the

network; Mr. Van Dyke for opening my eyes to engineering; my friends who were always there to lend a

helping hand and all ofthe othergreat teachers anti faculty who really made adifferencein my life. 1 will never
forget you. Special thanks go out to my roommates Melissa (Angelina Jolie is coming! ) and \ i \ ten (Tv i nkle

stars '? Fondue fun! Go girl!); Judy (my companion in a class filled with boys, plus the person who introduced
me to Korean food! She'll be a great doctor!); all of those guys previously mentioned

< you know who you arc.

science people); Gabby (amazing artist!). Julio (Harry -Potter!), the Day Students ( the basement days were fun)

and all of the Asians (Chinese& Korean & others). Good [tick with your future ventures, be sure to keep in touch,

try not to forget all of the memories we’ve made, enjoy the ride.

Julio Mena Brito
Grade Twelve at Stanstead College... what an experience. 1 look back at the two years I’ve spent in

this school and realize how much I’ve changed, how many new' things I’ve learned and how
differently I view life. No matter how high you shoot for, never loose confidence in yourself,

someone tells you it can’t, be done, try harder. There are so many people I want to give thanks to

that it would be impossible to do it in 250 words, so if 1 left you out don’t feel bad. you
bad I am with names. First of all 1 want to thank God for giving me life and blessing me with
that 1 have. Mom, Dad lo logramqs, gracias por su apoyo y su amor. Smurf... c ya next year. Ms.
Retchless, you will always be my Canadian mom... Cornell!!! To all the prefects in Davis, it was
a great year. Mr, Rioux and Mr. P. you made Davis a second home. Viva los Mexicanos! ! ! My Jap
and My French Canadian wife, we will meet again. The world is ours... lets make die best out of it

Finally, it’s about time to leave SC. 5 years seems long, but I don’t agree with that. Life in SC is like

a dream to me. a wonderful dream that [would never forget. 1 can still remember how 1 used to hate

this school, the school system, foods. Those problems don’t come to me anymore, those memories
are tough, but they are also sweet. 1 want to thank my parents for giving me the opportunity to study

in SC, its fantastic. Thanks to Shawn. Brandon (Is that "we”?), Judy. Luke, Mark. Sam . Vivien,
Allen, Robin, and all ofmy friends who supported me while 1 was in trouble, thank you all. Thanks

teachers who taught me in these 5 years. Mine. Martineau. Mr. and Mrs. MC. Miss. Wad leigh,

Mr. Denny (thanks for all the university advice). Dyke (what can I say? Basketball, physics,

ling. I have lots of stuff to say, but something I know for sure. You can still get 200 even if you
straight ball, its not much worse than curve ball), my advisor Mr. Simard (thanks for all the

), and my house director Mr. Wells (thanks for your care in the house) I wish you all the best .

»

Stanstead!! .iG.if’y ^—

1

Meng~Heng (Du

Jason Ou
It is difficult to put four years of my Stanstead life into words. Four years seems to be
a long time, but I felt like I arrived yesterday. It’s still hard to believe this is my last

year. 1 am grade 12? hummm.. .1 thought I am only grade 9. Anyway, I made a lot of ,

friends and had many memorie. Luke, for almost 3 years roommate I have to thank /

you, without your support and help l probably won’t pass anything. We have laughed
f

and shared our vexation together. We are the best roommates! Finally I’d like to I

thank all my friends and teachers. Thanks for helping me. I am sure you know who \
you are. 1 will never forget the years at Stanstead.

1
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Peter Ross
Well things could have ended a little better at Stanstead, but 1 guess it could have also been worse. That’s one

thing Stanstead has taught me, for every thing negative that happens there is a positive. Lenz you have the best

humour ofanybody I know and l hope you never lose that. Coper Dalhousie has a surprise coining their way.

Beef i I you' re’ not in theNHL within 5 years 1
' 11 be very disappointed, man you got the most potential and drive

out <j|ajBf us, donuts do^Horeet ! !~5jb roommates at last and not a dull moment, but Rob let's go to bed

i
i

,i leBugbei prefect* we'll always have something m common and

trustine I' 1 1 be back toTenjoy” yourcompany. Chris 1 know you probably not going to like this but "you

can take Chris out of the country but you can’t take the country outofChris”. Dave I’ll see you in N.H. Lauren

Its you read this I’m probably somewhere in 'Toronto, who knows, but there's definitely one thing I’m sure

about its that ifyou lose something and it comes back to you it has lobe special, its been rough but hopefully

no joke 1 have honestly been blessed to be able to feel your love and will forever return it.

Martin Siemsen
The average person at Stanstead at least once in their lifetime regrets the fact that they have gone to this school but

everyone finds at least one genuine liking concerning their stay here. Stanstead provides an environment, which

encourages growth in forms of maturity, character and wisdom and as I htjjfc? profiled from this immensely. 1 must

taketlris opportunity to thank all ofthose that have made sacrifices (or this tobecome possible. John, Marinka, Kimi,

Christian, Stephan and Goswin, thank you for all of your patience and support. 1 have been blessed with the most

amazing, loving, caring and understanding Family in the world. I love you.My stay at Stanstead has left me with an

incredible amount of friends and memories, the importance of this being that these memories have shaped and

changed me into a stronger more fulfilled human being, Lenz,' Memo, Nacho, Vaness, Laura, Alex, Copestake.

Teddy, Robbie and Julio you guys have been there for me through the challenging, demanding and difficult times.

ou’re the best and I hope that all of us can stay in touch. And now to my baby. Melissa you are my best friend and

my first love, you are my strength, my weakness, my fire and my water, you give me everything I need to survive

and i wouldn’t have made it without you. Words will never be enough, i will love and be there for you forever.

Aufwiedersehen.

Mark Sun
Time goes really fast. This is my third year in Stanstead, also my last year. I made a lot ol memories

here, fvvant to thank mv advisor Mr. Simard. He took careofme in these.years, I also want to thank

Mr. Van Dyke, He is a wonderful teacher, and I want to tell him, “Sir. I will beat you on basketball

one day. Wait for me.” 1 also want to thankMr. Wells. He helped me a lot on my caleul us and linear

this year. I want to say something to my friends here. You are all the best. Hie best part of my
memory. No matter where am I going next year. I w'on’t torget you all. You guys help me tocreate

a wonderful memory here. I won’t forget the lawn here. I won’t forget the basketball court here.

1
1wonk forget people’s smile here. I also won’t forget the love story I had in this place, and any other

apryjof mine. Iwill try to do my best to save al 1 the images in my mind in these three years. Stanstead

let nilknow rhave a great hi ah school life. Farewell my friends, farewell my memories, farewell

Stahstcad. 1 will come back here in the future. Good-Bye my high school life. My high school will

end in 2003 summer. 1 am going to create another memory. All of you will be in my mind forever.

don't know. ..I’m happy and sad at the same time to leave Stanstead. 1 thought 1 would get used to

boarding life, but actually, I have never become used to this environment. It is totally opposite to what

I am used to in Japan. It was hard hut at the same time SC become more fun. I found a lot of support

behind me. That was the only thing that helped me survive 4 years in Stanstead. I’m going to miss

Stanstead in some ways. 1 bel teve this a ‘love/hate’ relationship. 1 think I've changed alot in4 years.

There are some things that haven't changed but I have created a new Maiko, and I’m happy with

the result of combining the two worlds I've known. 1 know it depends on the environment and

because of all the support from friends, teachers and parents, how much I have grown into an

person. 1 was going to focus on academics for my future, but I found I learned

communication skills to be more valuable. I'd like to say thank you to my support groupindividually,

but there tire too manv for this small space. I will never forget you, what you've done forme and meant

to me these past 4 years, you will remain in my heart. 1 made it! Lastly, my parents who are my guides,

inspiration and without whom this would not have been possible - 1 thank you and I love you!

Maiko Toyama
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ife has a strange way of guiding you in the right direction. I came to Stanstead this year with minimal
expectations, and through the course of the year have received more than can he accounted for. I found mysel f

year, and for that I have many people to thank. I want to start with the one person who lias influenced me
more than any other, she has shown me what true passion is, and that any thing is achievable ifone suites for

1 believe this woman defines the word teacher, for she has motivated me in more ways than one.'to step
out ofmy comfort zone, and see the world from a different perspective, for that I admire her, than!fyou Mis^
pr»rte.l li. A friendship that started on the field has now turned into something that 1 will always dtc'rish^Nicpie

re my angel, 1 don't know how 1 would have made it through this year without vou. Julio, my mexioan,
my rock, thank you for continuously being there to support me. To the one that holds my heart . my"boy . know
that I am always with you no matter how physically far apart we are. 1 love you so much. Tippy, you are apart

,\ without you I'm lost. I love you girl! Thank you Montand Dad for having faith in me, and believing that

change for the better. "In those whom I like. 1 can find no common denominator; in those who I lovel
me laugh. Thanks to all those who have put a smile on my face, I am eternally grateful.

Louis Wong
Four years at Stanstead College, years passed by very fast and 1 don’t believe that I’m leaving. At Stanstead, the
people who living and working at campus taught me a lot of lessons about what to do in my life, believe or not.

They always make me laugh and to look forward. 1 would like to say thank you formy parents once again to give
me a chance to study at Stanstead College. Also 1 would like to thanks’to ail the" teachers, especially Miss
Wadleigh who was my ESL teacher, who teach me a lot of lesson about how to face to my life. Thank you
very much; 1 would never forget voitr advices. Mr. G music is the best thing on the Earth."Miss Campbell,
PUNCHING IS BAD AND DON'T HURT ME!! To my friends: Avi. Nicole, leigh. Annya, Jonathan,
Brandon, Teddy and there are too many of them. To Brandon, thank you very much for making fun of me
all the time, that made me happy and angry. “Ping Pong” is a special name that 1 would always remember.
Nicole. I’m going to missyoua lot, no matter when and I will miss your singing. Avi, we can be a good partners
in the future, don’t forget we all weirdo and keep up the music. Well that’s about it. 1 wish the best luck for all

of you. enjoy your life and look forward for the future. Keep contact each other because I m going to “Miss you
all”. Goodbye.

Melissa Wood
Annie, oki done. For three years i have lived, and breathed Stfnsjead. Looking back it’s

daunting to actually think that I made it through. And yet it's just as frightening to look
ahead to the years without it. As always some things one will not miss and I am no
exception to this rule, yet some things one will always cherish. Alex, ahh suewkey
suewkey, Annie can I pluck your eyebrows. Laurla you’ll always be my iuliette. To my
parents for their kindness and patients, my sisters I love you more than words I'm home
now and we can watch the Emperor’s New' Groove everyday, John can we get some
Marshmallows with that. Rob Lenz, you're a great faster. And as always the best for last.

Martin you re my heart my soul, my strength and every one of my w e a k n e s ses ,* to Tne^Sd
of our lives. I would and will never make it without you. Thanks.

Luke
3 years rushed by yet many great things happened to me in Stanstead. As I leave this pi

wanna do is to leave thanks to my friends and teachers. Firstly, tomy parents who gave me a
to be here. Secondly, tomy advisor Mr. Telling and other teachers for their guidance. My friends
My biggest thanks goes to ]ason Ou. I can’ t write whatyou have done forme for I would need more
than 250 words. THANKSSO-MUCH,Jason! Also to my Chinese friend s Allen (who sharedmany
‘ships’ with me such as friendship and partnership), Michael Ou, Mark Sun, Robin, and Teddy"
Jeffrey. . . Sometimes weird, but my good friends, thank you. Then, there are my Korean friends.
I'd really like to thank the twins, John and Tony, for always being on my side when I needed
somebody the most. Although I joke around and call their names outside^ I always appreciated
them inside. Sonny Kim and Judy! You guys made my life in Stanstead better! Thank you. To
Ahreum, Kai, and Sol. Well, we didn’t talk too much but I always appreciated your beings. Looking
at you always cheered me up when I was down. Thanks guys. Also, to other Koreans... thanks
(P.Yoon, H.Lee, R.Won, J.Kim, P.Kim, K.W. Lee, T.K. Kim, J.Cho, C.Kang). Sometimes life in Stanstead
was very frustrating but I really liked my friends here. It’s hard to accept the upcoming separation but 1

know we will meet again. . . I know!
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Don'twant to say bye. It’s been agorgeous year forme at SC. (Quotefrom Ms. Gillens- the nicest English teacher,

ever) My 3 rd year and last best year at H.School was Grade 1 2 Never forget or tired to give a shot (taught by

Mr.Scheib, my great adv isor and AP Eco teacher, thanks for teaching more than that) Honestly, SC life made

me stronger, my friends, all the memories with you, are fresh and sweet. . . Judy, even though it’s going to be

hard for us to keep chatting overnights (best bathroommate), but promise to keep sharing all these happy and

sad again. Nat, (winkle star, I will keep an eye on your website. Cindy. I will miss you so much as well as our

24hr cooking Saturdays and movie Friday nights. Jason, please talk and play less, study more. Mou, not

everything changed. Mark. I'll beat \ ou again. Angel sister, take care ofyourself if next time you are sick and

Tin not beside you. someone eiso will take it over instead. Sany , I do see you grow up a lot. Junior Chinese,

rock your senior SC, life! Kao sisters. See you at universities next year. Sonny, Luke, Teddy. Alicia. Vivian.

.. ,, .re

my smile, there is always a place in my mind for you all....

Robin Zhao
Hum. . . time flies like an arrow. Ladies and gentlemen, this is the end. 4 years has passed, from a boy

I become a man. When 1 took around the school, everything still looks the samejust like the first time

1 saw them, the memories are still fresh. 1 have toomuch to talk about but I don't know where to start

and how will 1 talk about them. First of all. I thank my parents for everything they have done for

me. There is no way I could get through without their support. And 1 have to thank all the people

and things I liked and haled, 1 learned a lot from them and they made me become a man. I think

I will miss this place, miss all the friends and all the things I have done in my high school life. 1 did

not regret coming to this school because this place helped me to find my goal and I have finally

reached it. Now i have a much bigger goal to reach and 1 will face the challenges with a smile on

my face. 1 believe I will be successful, Just watch me go! One day .1 will come back with successes

fames and you will remember me. Love you all and wish you all for a great fortune!!!

Well first of all I would like to thank the wax ninjas for not hurting me cause I forgot to leave

some pizza on the counter last night, second. I love Mexicans.Althoughmy time here was memorable

1 can’t help but feel 1 could have done more...ah well, too late now. 1 would like to thank the

following people; My parents, Jeff ‘’scare face” Gray, Matt “gear head” Emrich, Julio “Mexican”

Mena, JjWSs “always calling me ZMan” Rioux, you guys helped, me retain some level of sanity.

Since there are too many people to thank and if I thanked them all this write up would a) be 3 pages

long b) have no room for anything elsec) be printed so small you can’tread it d) long lists are

e) all of the above f) none of the above g) do you really care anyway. Metallica and

Sodom Rule!
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Mohammed Abdulquor
Oh I am so happy that I am really going to say something that people will read. I know that I always
have something to say. I really like it here because I learned a lot from people around me especially

from our house director Mr. Rioux and I would like to thank him for every thing. I learned how to

make my bed. how to do my homework, how to sweep my room and how to clean my clothes. I

also want to thank my parents for bringing me here and saving my life. Nacho, really it has been
a pleasure knowing you BROTHER. Sonny you are a bother from another mother. Lenz who will

tuck me in bed next year? Martin sorry for all the questions I asked you. Chris G. it is really nice

shearing room with you. Alex... Laura you smell like something. Wagner you changed. Vanessa. .

.

Maiko you are but so cute. And there are a lot more good friends I am really happy to know like Rob
P., Chris C., the 2 Andreas, Natalie, Pete Ross, Francis, Mel Wood, Pinto, Coper and 1 am sorry if

I forget anybody. I have a lot more to say but I will save it for next year. PEACE

Ashmeet Agarwall
Unfortunately I was not a student of Stanstead College for the whole year but the three

months I spend were awesome. The very first day I reached school it started to rain and
then the fun began. All the members of the school were very helpful and friendly. The
number of friends I made in such a short period was unbelievable. I am going to miss
you all and I must thank you all for what has been such a learning experience.
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Vicky Armstrong
Wow! Already three years have gone by. Coming to Stanstead College and not knowing anybody was achallenge, but to study

in English was fearful! BUT 1 HAVE SURVIVED! So many things happen during this period of time that 1 don't even know

where to start.. .Well first of all I would like to sincerely thanks my mother who has sacrificed years of her life to support

and guide me through these years, i love you so much and I will never thank you enough for everything you’ve done for

me.Mr.G the best advisor in the whole world, you've shown me what life is really about. You were like a brother to me.

Thank you! Dyke! Wow! So many arguments but we could still agree on stuff. Gourou! Rolling my eyes at you (promise

1 won’t do it again!), our long talks. Basketball was amazing; I’ll miss my teams next year thanks for everything! I’m

appreciative to both ofyou. Sports have made me who lam! One year and two months, with you Sonny. I' 11 always be there

for you, never forget! Thanks for making me mentally stronger. To my ONLY AND TRULY best friend Sandrine. we had

our down heals but we never give up on our friendship. The first triend I met coming to Stanstead and the last I have leaving.

I’ll miss you! HE! TOE! (dicte*=pomme, PU CAPABLE!) J’taime crottfe de nez! Amazing years that I will never forget! A lesson

to ieam leaving is that the only person you can trust is yourself! V

Philippe-Olivier Boucher
This year at Stanstead College passed by so fast. I can’t realize it’s finally over. I want to thanks my parents who

gave me the chance to come here. It gave me the chance to learn things about myself and also meet and live with

people from different cultures, things that 1 might not do often in my life. There are a lotofmoments I remember

from this year; football season. Chinese’s food. Montreal breaks, Corean’s conversations. Fo sho there are

moments like when you have 4 house hours to run on Sunday morning when its -20 and full of snow outside,

and Stanstead weekends. Anyways, let’s talk about my boyz; Frank. Pinto, fo sho baby! Joey, thanks helping

me being less French here buddy. My roommate, Dave, be careful! Ten/ you are the best prefect. Sonny,

thanks, keep it real bro. I also want to say a warm what’s up to all the ladies. Assez parler anglais de meme

pendent unite l’annee que je peux ben ecrire de koi en francais. Ceux qui niaise les francais ben je ris d eux

parce qu'on a Les plus belles dames au Quebec pis y peuvent pas les crutzer. I just want to add that is has been

an experience that I’d be up to start again but not for more than 2 years in row. Anyways, see you next year.

Take care, Phil.

Ronald Chang
First I’d like to thank my family for everything they have done for me. Without them, I would not

be able to come to SC and meet you guys. Thanks to the entire faculty for all the support,

especially my advisor Mr. Van Dyke and my house director Mr. Wells. I spent half of my year

in Davis, the other half in Bugbee, I had lots of fun in both houses. I would also like to thank

all my friends at SC for giving me a wonderful year. Robin, Mark, Allen, Jason and Michael,

hope 1 still have a chance to play b-ball with you. Special thanks to Jeff Wan (stop shaking),

Cowan (two words for you. POWERFUL and USEFUL), Gray (thanks for helping me) and

the rest of Chinese. Lastly, I would like to give my biggest thank to My NOVIA Ninfa for

giving me support for the whole year. 1 love you, ISA! Without you, I am nothing. Finally, it is

over! Enjoy your summer and I’ll see you guys in September.

Andrea Channell
Well, it’s been three amazing years here at Stanstead College. I’ve made friendships that I know will

last a lifetime. Nat, Andrew (Andrea), and Lauren you guys are the most incredible people I know

and I’m lucky to have you as friends. Nacho thank you for everything, te queiro. Mexico here I

come. . .again (bueno! !) Maiko my roomy all I can say is I love you! Rob thanks for always listening.

Julie you’re a sweet heart and my shoulder to lean on. Candice! Katie there’s always a first, just

next time without me! Sarah my jokes are funny! Jeff thanks for showing me what Montreal was

all about ! Sheilah - always good times with you ! Mo, there’ s never a dull moment with you. Sonny

I always had fun with you no matter what! Jason you’ll always be ‘my guy’ ! Chad and Dave Osei

you guys are great To all the Mexicans Victoria, Karla, Rodrigo (I’m yourprom date right?!), Pablo

(grade 10 eh??), and Ale and the rest of you I hope to see you all in the future. . .and I swear I’m part

Mexican! My friend and big brother Chris I love you, don’t have too much fun this summer without

me ! I want to thank you Mom for giving me this opportunity and Dad and the rest ofmy family for always

supporting me.
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I've got too many things to say. and I really want to write this well, since this is going to be pa
of the yearbook 2002-2003. I really had fun and tried to get involved in terms of atheletic and
residential life unlike last year in my old school. For three different sports I felt the support of

peers and lots of satisfaction at the end of each season. I appreciate Mr.G, Mr.Simard, and
Mr.Seheib! Particularly in Rugby season. It was my second year playing rugby and the first

time I enjoyed it that much. Those were the most exciting plays I've ever done. :) I really

want to thank all my Koreans, Germans, Americans. Mexicans, Arabics and Canadians, who
made me feel Stanstead as a second home. What an unforgettable year of my life! Love ya
all and hope to see you again on the first floor of the Davis House next year! HAHAHA

Chris Channell
The triends and memories 1 have made here at Stanstead are irreplaceable and I will remember them forever. I’d like

to first start off by thanking those who have helped me the most in my life here at Stanstead. Mom and Dad. thank

you for all the support and love you both bring me, without you I wouldn't be as fortunate as I am, thank you so much
for everything you do for me. Mr. Rioux, Mr. Ashworth, you both are great advisors who t have learned lots from,

and to all my coaches thanks for such great seasons I have with you. To my best friends. Jason..thartks for always

being there for me, many memories, Rob.. It’s good to have you back buddy, thanks for everything. Naeho..Thank-

you for everything you have helped me will), we have lots of memories to look back on this year. You’re a friend

I 11 never forget, and Pete..you amuse me. Bonita, no one has ever made me feel the way I do like you, you’re an

incredible girlfriend and person who I love very much, good luck next year, Te Quiero Muehisssimo Andrea! ! Jeff,

Sonny, Moh.Marosi, Pinto, Brandon, Marly. SilentBob, Copstake. and Pablo..Let’s party baby! Lauren..you and Pete

(solid couple). Natalia (thanks hermana TQM) and Annie!!! Andrea, thanks for everything you do. 1 LOVE YOU!
Thanks for a great year. Peace. P.S. Here 1 come Mexico!

Cho
Did you know Kai Cho (Jung Eun Cho) in 2002-2003?? This is my third year in stanstead and

I can’t believe that time goes too fast! ! HOW ARE YOU?? I hope that you are happier- When
you read this, some of you won’t.stay beside me. However, Remember!! lam your FRIEND!
When you have hard time, please send me mail— nankie85@hotmail.com 4r— Every year,
my days got better because I had really good friends. Jocelyn, my roommate and big sister,

Thankyou. You woke me every morning and when I had problem you helped me like mom.
I love Taiwan’ s cookies ;). Sany , This year was too short to talk our stories. I wish 1 had another
year. I wi 11 miss you ! ! ! Jae-Jae. My big part of recol lection would be Korean people (Haley,
Judy. Ahreum and the 16 boys). I cannot forget the Korean presentation in Assembly. It was
fantastic !

!

What's the word for “Kai and _”?? Sol, 1 met you since grad 10 and we were always
together. Sometimes there were hard time also, but if you did not come to Stanstead. . . I cannot

imagine being alone in a strange country. Thanks a lot and I love you. Also, I thank to March Trip
members (Ximena, Jason Ou, Mr. Simard and Mr. Denny) in UK. I will miss you guys and I love

you.

Jason Cowan
This grade 1

1
year was eventful, well-traveled and memorable. I look back and remember trips

to Vancouver, Halifax, many states and even Europe. 1 remember nights in Montreal, Ottawa,
the hockey journeys, and even breaks. Pictures are the best summary but I can only share the

appropriate in writing. Pete - Vancouver RobChris- HotelRoom - Two Red lights means
record! Jeff- 2 hot 4 penguins Tristan - cocacola Nick-Don't forget your jacket Sonny-you
were a brother 2 me Mo- Bring me to Saudia. Marty and Copey- We had some good times...

The ladies Lauren. Andrea-my girl Sarah- you can have my hooters touque Sheilah - math
class Mel- had fun Ashley and Raill - showing me Colby, Mexico -Nacho Pablo Rodrigo
Natalia Andrea Azn- chang, wan Natives-cole,shawn French- poutine,t-bo, my idol-Brandon,
My Home boys and girls , Grill pub... Katie Je t’aime ...I still have my tie somehow. ..Channell-
your stay in Gloster. . . My thanks to Dunn for good times, Thank you Coach Mac, Sheib, Wells,
Rioux, Grenier. And Finally I’d like to thank my mom, dad and sister for putting up with me.
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Matt

Lauren Cuenant
So after all this time. I'm actually going into my last year at Stanstead. I’ve met a lot ofpeople here that I’dlike to someday

sit next to on my wheelchair, out of my mind, Sarah, my steel magnolia, you’ve been the best friend I could ever

have. ..when others would leave the room because of my flatulence...you stayed. You're good people. Jean-Mi.

despite a year of you busting out new pole dances, I just know...everything is going to be o.k. Rhett, 1 probably

would’ve majored in humanities if it weren’t for you. I’m just glad 1 could make it up to you with all my valuable

advice. Jeff, lest we forget math class, ‘'will you work it for me?, my endless questions, your love of raised eyebrows.

Jason, thanks for the bus ride. Nat. 11/12, the spider. Pablo/Victoria prank, “uh. she’s not here!” Andrea, watch

out next year! Andrea fChannell), my favorite red head, thanks for always being there, especially when others

weren’t. Chris— enough said. And finally, to my schnooky poo poo. good luck next year trying to find someone

as funny and cute as me. I’ll miss you. Pupu. Mum. thank you for always sacrificing for my benefit., .and comforting

me before I left for school. Winston, Marc, Hayes, thank you lor filling my breaks with the joys of television, cereal,

and the occasional fat girl jokes.

Until next year. ..Tootles!

NOTE: Acune = A negative position (Francais)
'

Wow! Is the year really already over? It seems as though just yesterday 1 arrived for the

first time to get a tour ofthe school. 1 have really enjoyed my time here at Stanstead. I now know

that I have much potential and the ability to learn and do well. As much as 1 would like to take

all the credit for my improvements, I cannot. 1 would first like to thank my parents for giving

me the opportunity to achieve these goals, and encouraging me not to let up upon the way.

Next, Mrs Louise Retchless, for helping me with my many questions and problems I brought

forward to her. Miss Wadleigh. although we sometimes did not agree, I know my well being

was of your best interest. I thank you for that. Ah the boys, JM-RJ-AJ-.IE-UP, thanks for the

great times. Cons, you didn’t actually think 1 would leave you out, did you? Thank you so much

for always being there every step of the way, I love you. Finally, 1 would like to thank all my
teachers and fellow classmates, for making this year an enjoyable experience, which I would not

trade for the world.

Avi Diamond
This year has been...hmmm..one ‘heck’ of a year. I never thought l would, but I will thank my
parents for giving me the opportunity to come to this school. As with most years, this one, when

looking back has gone by pretty quickly. Thank you to Miss Campbell for continuing my luck

of having good English teachers. Mrs Retchless for being a good advisor, and Ms Getty-letting

me ‘work’ in the library. Leigh and Annya-you guys are so funny-‘mno’. Nicole-Andy is a

lucky guy; keep singing. Sandrine-stuff happens but leads to good stuff. Mel-’evil’. ’look out

the window', get out of the stinky room. Jamie-the play
,
good times. Gabby-stay the way you

are, and also good luck in Arts. Jonathan-awesome song. Ashmeet-always aware.. .keep

laughing, have fun back home. Louis, 1 still don’t remember when exactly I first talked to you.

Thanks for being a great friend. Good times: music, crazy guy yelling. .and never see Iced Tea

anymore (hopefully). Take it easy, and I know you will succeed in Arts-I will see u in the news.

Thanks to everyone; I'm cornin’ home!

James Elliot
It’s been a long five years but I got this far, a lot of good times that I’ll never forget and lessons

learned that will stay with me for life. 1 wouldn’t have made it this far with out some people.

Eugene, classes are long but they would be a lot longer with out you. Peter where would 1 be

with out you, man? Dave “what, is it a party in here?” Jean-Mi “how in the world did I pop

the tire, man". Aaron. Alicia 1 don’ t know if I will ever meet a nicer human being. Bujold keep

rocking in the free world “Dave, somebody was cranking your amp!” Bonaro just drink your

milk and go to bed early. Cole. Rhett we’ve been going to classes together for twelve years

and wre still manage to keep it entertaining. Mr. G you’re the best advisor I’ll ever have, man.

My dog Belle has been there to greet me when I go home for as long as I can remember. My
parents who I love very much have supported me over the years with a lot of things thanks guys.

Last but certainly not least my sister who I love very much and is always there to make me laugh

and comfort me. And to all my fans I love you!

Graduates - Grade 11



These two years have been amazing. Even though it was hard to be away from home, being here

has been the best experience of my life so far. First of all, I want to thank my parents, los quiero
mucho. Thanks to you I’ve lived incredible moments and made great friends that I will never
forget. Almu (Pi) Leslie (Toronto)! Ana. Ana, Clau, Sandy y Michel. Nat,. Julio, gracias. Mai.
every night before break! Andrea, my sister! Pablo.Nacho. Ruiz. Victoria, Karla. Ale, Sha.

MP. 1 wannabe a mexican wannabe too! Lauren, I’ll miss your comments, like you’ll miss me
saying thing! Mo. my favorite Arabian. Sarah, now you know the best 3 things in life! Chris.

I will never thank you enough for changing my life for the better TE AMO. I’m gonna miss
you like crazy and thanks for explaining me (lol) how to do my laundry the right way. Mr.
Williams and Mrs. Telling thanks for your support. Thank you all for being awesome. I love you
and I’ll be thinking of you guys next year. Take care and don’t miss me too much ok.

Patrick Ernsing
i do not distinguish by the eye, but by the mind, which is the proper judge.

-Seneca

Andrea Fernandez Martinez

my Gillespie
Gotta fit ya'll in so here I go.. Woody: I miss u so much. I'll never forget Dude Where’s my car! Hunt:
Swing me baby! Know what I’m gonna call you? Rail!: My blues clues kissa! I’m gonna miss ju!

Ash: They aren’t foryourface Chili woman! Gloomy is aNEWMAN! She: Softball baby! We really

aren’t lazy, I swear! Rob: You are an inspiration, silly goose. Sis: Watch out for the treadmill!
Bucky: Wanna cupcake? Mom & Dad: Thanks for everything! Last but certainly not least, Ross:
You mean the world to me, I love you baby! I wouldn’t have lasted this long without you! No
distance is too far and we've proved it! Overall I've had a great 4 years so far. and I look forward
to next year! I would like to thank everyone who made this year so special, and laughed at my jokes
(even when they weren't funny). I’m gonna miss all of the late nights with my fellow Colby girl

prefects, from classics such as “In the Jungle", or even watching Dirty Dancing a ja-zillion times,
it was all mostly “G" rated fun that I’ll never ever forget, even if I tried. In closing I would like to

use a quote that I think reflects my year here, “Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the future,

concentrate the mind on the present moment.’’ With a holla and a shout, this honey is out!!

Aaron Gingras
This year was different from many of the years I’ve been at Stanstead. I think that maybe I was
just more relaxed and maybe that the oncoming ofCollege is helping me understand what I have
to do in life. Lots of people have made life better and easier and lots of people have made it

harder. Most of all I think that all my friends are really what help me get through everyday
laughing and smiling. School is for education and we learn not only academic stuff, but we
learn about ourselves. I’m not quite to the point where I know where my life is going exactly,

but at Stanstead I've been able to formulate some idea about it. Jamie (PhD.), Eugene, Rhett,

Shaz, Matt E., Dave, and all the other cool people that I shared a good time with this year, I'd

like to say thanks and keep it real. As far as teachers go, I would like to thank Mr. Ashworth
for being so helping and offering so much advice. 1 would also like to thank Mr. Grenier for

helping me get that teen angst on paper. Five long years are gone and long they were. I still have
one year to go and many good times to have, but don’t ever say that nothing fun happens at Stanstead.
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Jeff Gray
Coming to Stanstead last year was a leap of faith for me, but one that I have never regretted, firstly, I have

to thank my parents for all the hard work they do in order for me to be here. I promise you’ 11 never regret

it. Dar, you left a legacy behind at this school and some big shoes to fill. You're one of the biggest reasons

why I strive for perfection. Cowan: It’s too hot for penguins! Good times. Zinay: my line mate for four

years, the sniper. Keep doing what you do. Pete: Good luck next year buddy, well. Forino: why, you,

no, dance? Rob: Hot soup! Next year- provincials baby! Ronald andWan, ni how tna? Lauren: It' s really

not that ghetto. Cole: Hey funboy ! Channell: when is that steak coming? Houck: the tradition lives on.

Len/: good apple. Ashley: just remember to smile. Dunn: thanks for all the t.v, food, and for being one

cool Irishman. Rioux: Slovakia was amazing. I’ll never forget all the things you’ve done lor me. Scheib:

oh boy. Belanger: Eh? Wells: thanks for everything. You were always there to talk to. Van Dyke: You

showed me the true meaning of learning Mac: Can't wail 'til next season. Grenier: if it weren’t tor you

I may have lostmy love for music, thanks for everything. Tt’sbecn a great year. Fm looking forward to grade

12. But first, it’s time for summer. Later.

Christopher Groote
Time doesn't change us, it just develops us.

-Max Frisch

The fastest year of my life is coming to an end, and it is like slowly waking up from a

dream. Stanstead gave me a whole new perspective on life and school. But now, it

is time to go back to my old life and use the new knowledge. I want to thank my
parents for giving me this opportunity and supporting me throughout the year (I

know 1 gave you guys a hard time, sometimes). I want to thank all my teachers,

coaches and all the staff for all the effort they put in. And, last but not least, thanks

to all the new friends I made and to my old friends back home, you helped me do this.

I hope I will see you all again, one day. I'll never forget Stanstead, and all of you that

made it one of the best experiences of my life.

P.S.: Momo, you are the best!!!

Ninfa Grosskelwing
Family, thank you for always supporting me to reach my dreams. Amazing world; STANSTEAD. time

flew by. Lots of fun, music, sports, learning, friendship, love, thoughts, feelings, brotherhood! I

learned: new cultures and the maturity we won. Experiences that Twill never forget. It's hard to make

the next step but we have to move on; I will miss you so much. Thanks all of you. for making me
smile, caring about me, living with me this wonderful time. You’re the best thing in my entire life

Hao Hsiang, “pollito” Je t’aime avec tout mon coeur, I admire everything you do, especially your

tenderness, the way in which you give a hand to everybody, your noble heart. Eternal affection to

my family Chang, who opened for me the doors of their home and loved me as another member.

Julia “princesse” my patient roomie. I will miss talking to you about everything, but more your

unconditional love and care, don’t forget the best nights in which we laughed together. Jen, your

constant “good morning” jokes, being yourself. Xitne. mi comadrita de stempre. To all my teachers

that taught me “gold” for success in life, knowledge. To all ofyou who changed my life in a precious

way - to say good-bye is just the beginning of a new return, reach your goals, fight lor what you want,

want what you desire, desire what you dream and always dream. True friends are always present in the

heart your whole life.

Alex Gulliver
What a year... WOW... First off, 1 would like to thank my parents for sending me here,

I’ve really improved since public school. I also want to thank my sisters boo and moo,

love you! And Hoefler and Kimmeh for being true friends. As well as all the people

who helped me out along the year...Nacho my lil" Mexican. Laura Aikin - Cancun -

good times babe, sing broadway, lets order pizza. Big Macs mmm. Aaaannie my

favourite roomie in the whole world, thanks for being there, I’ll always remember.

Bless u. Mo.. .’T hate this hill,” Mel, Suki Suki! Lina first dance. Montse thanks for

the good talks. Wags you’re one of a kind, NYC baby. Coffees at Steve’s . I’d like to

thank Mr.Van Dyke for being my best bball coach, see you next year! I’ll be missing

you Rob, I’m still scared of you. Coper, you make me laugh. Have a good one. Yabba-

dabba-doo!
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Shaida Guzman
Ok, first I want to thank all my teachers because I learned a lot of things from them and they helped me t(

be a better person day by day. Let me tell you that this year was the best I've had in my entire life, but tht

fact of never being in a boarding school before made this year for me a bit difficult and challenging a
the beginning of the year, but as the time passed I got used to it and I made a lot of good friends who
will never forget because thanks to them 1 survived this year away from home. 1 can’t tell how mud
fun Ihad with all ofthem, every day I spent with them something new' happened,maybe it wasn’t alway:
good things but we lived a lot ofexperiences together that I am sure I will remember forever. Moni, Alt

y Vic, verde su pelo y Santa Claus en verano!; Moncheese, eres mi prop consentida: Karlis. gracias poi

ser mi segunda mama, te adoro; Daily, Cata, Ana y Xkne las adoro chamacas, como ustedes no hay otras

I also want to thank Caroline and Edwina, you are amazing guys, 1 had so much fun with you every night
I want to tell Miss Portelli that she is the best advisor ever, thanks a lot because without your advice I don'

know what I would have done. Well I just want to tell everybody that I had a wonderful year and I’m really

going to miss Stanstead a lot.

This was my first year at Stanstead College and I really liked it! It was a really cool
year. OK I don’t really know what to say for this and 1 didn't want to have a quote.
So I II just say that I love you all guys! Je vous aime tous! Te quiero mucho! Ich
liebe euch alle!

Aude Hebert Dejarp/ns

Hunt
These past two years have provided me with some of the greatest experiences and memories I will take with
me forever. For all of this I owe my greatest thanks to my grandfather, and parents for their support and
guidance throughout my time here at SC. I would also like to thank both my brothers for always being
there for me, Mattie and Hissy I miss you ! Now despite the ever so cold showers and smelliness ofColby
I have had the best time with you girls and will miss you next year, good luck! To the Colby
prefects.. .Annie and Katie- you were the best roomies for all 2 weeks, Sheilah- please stop laughing,
Rail!- u smell. Newman- Face wipes?Amy Iowe you so much for this yearyou kept me sane even though
you are not. Lauren, my ever so disgusting friend, you really do gross me out. but its been fun. . .just

remember these words “penny for the poor” Andrea C- your jokes will never be funny, Mel-kaa-kaa,
Michelle-my name isSARAH ! Jason- stay out of the closet ;), Jeff I wasNOT following! And to the triple

F s- we rock! I am looking forward to next year and all the memories to come in my final year here at

Stanstead, but not until of course my exhilarating summer in Winnipeg. So for those who are leaving take
care and to everyone else, see you soon!

Rhett Jacobi
Man, it’s been a long five years. Even though I was only here for the minimum amount
of time every day, it still seemed very long. I’d like to thank my parents, Sophie, and
Erik for making this time spent here more valuable. Even though the time passed
slowly. I did meet some cool people here, and I want to say thanks to all of them. Hey
AL ? J-M, you want to go for a ride? Lauren, have any more secrets for physics class?
Jamie, wow, those funny times in French class. If I can be left with saying one thing,
it is, if you’re not living life on the edge, you’re taking up too much room. That's all.

folks, have a nice trip through life. I’m out. Be a bum, money is way over rated.
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Jessica Kao
Year after year, haha~ At last, I'm going to grade 1 2. The sad thing to me is half ofmy friends are going

to graduate or leave the school this year. Next year, there are a lot of new students coming to Stanstead.

My friends, I really want to treasure our time left (and graduate with you guys). I've known you guys

almost three years, and maybe I won’t see some of you anymore after graduating. I hope you guys take

care of yourself, and I'll miss you. Maybe if I’m lucky, I could go to the same school as you guys, so

remember me, don’t forget me. Sany) you were the first Hong Kong person 1 knew. You are my best

friend in the school
,
you were shy and to yourselfwhen I knew you. but now you' ve grown up a lot, hope

next time I see you, you will be very mature. Vivian, you are my sister, you have to remember to give

me your address, I’ 11 go to visityou, and wait for you to take me to visit your place. Ofcourse, remember

to give me the place to stay overnight.. helie...and Chinese boys, you guys are so nice. I won’t forget you,

however, remember to keep in touch. Finally, ! want to thank every teacher, who taught me and

advised me all year. You taught me a lot. and gave me space to’do something I want It’s very important to

me too Thanks again.

I- ^ Jocelyn Kao
1 had lots of fun during this year. There are so many friends are going to graduate for

university. Feeling so bad right now. especially I’ll be oldest one in school at next

year. Mark. Sany and Vivian, you guys are my best friends. And Allen, I really don’t

i understand that why we seldom talked this year??! ! Michael, Jason. Louis and Robin

I hope you have a great freshman year. Don’t miss me so much. ..I’ll go to university

I soon. During Break, don’t forget to come back to visit us. We’ll miss you guys a lot.

Wow! This year went really fast. I can’t believe that it is already over. After4 long years

1 finally get to bust out of here. And thinking of that makes the end of the year better.

This year I have learned and experienced a lot. Some things that I will not forget, like

Elliot's, my three house, and the barn. Wow, 1 will remember these things! And

because of these moments, and to all my friends, I was able to enjoy all these years

at Stanstead College. 1 want to say thanks to all the teachers that believed in and trust

me and a special thanks to my parents.

FUN YEARS AT STANSTEAD COLLEGE, HAVE TO COME TO A END.

Well I guess that is it, that all I have to say! PEACE!

Sol Lee
Over the past two years, I experienced a lot of things. Some were good and others were bad but still memories

are memories and I would like to thankmy parents forgivingme a chance to have those memories. Without

their support. I wouldn’t be here, writing this. I would also like to thank mv whole Korean crew (there

are too many, I can’t name them all!) For being cool friends and nice brothers. Without you guys, life

in Stanstead wouldn't be fun at all . It was so much fun ! ! Let’ s keep this relationship forever! Also Sany.

my jje-jje, I will never going to forget you, you know? You were always so nice to me. I’m always

regretting that 1 didn’ t know you faster, if then we could have more fun together. However now you are

leaving. So sad but it’s ok because I will visit you someday and I will see you on msn everyday, ok?

Finally Kai, my lovely girl friend, we went out for almost 2 years now. That’s a lot of time. We spend

lots of good times together and you are the one who helped and supported me when I had hard times. 1

really thank you and remember, I always love you. I already had a chance to meet those nice friends and

good experience. I am never going to forget those memories and I'm very excited and expect to make all

those good memories again next year, my last school year in Stanstead.

Jean-Michel Lanot
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Ah... Stanstead College. I wonder what I will remember the most about SC in well lets say 20 years.

Possibly, the people, the place (probably not), the homework, the class I have no idea. Well peeps
the year has come to an end very quickly and I’m going to miss you. Oh. Ninfa, how I will never

forget you; you scared me in the beginning of the year but turned out to be cool. You and Ronald
are great together. Jewels, how everything good is from Germany, you crack me up. I will never

forget your chocolate pudding umm, umm high-quality stuff. Ximena you just gotta love the

horses. Run Caro Run, never stop running! ! Mr. Pand bio class oh the memoirs that are there. Tim
you and your mitosis. Annya. This year at SC has been on ofmy best times at school. I will never

forget it . Thanks everyone for making my year great. Thanks mom and dad for giving me the chance
to go to SC. I'm gonna miss you guys sniff, sniff. Peace!!

This year has been great and 1 am grateful for many special moments and people. Most of all I would like

to thank my family for always being there. . . Mitch thanx for listening at 1 :00in the morning . . .mom thank
you for being on call 24/7. Julie (ma grosse crotte) good luck next year (et oui t’ est une grosse vache mais
je t’aime).. . Steph just breathe and one day we will know what they say in the lockerrooms . . . Sarah (tit

pu) it’ s 7:30! ! ! and “no one puts baby in a comer" everything else that 1 have to say will be left in Colby
...Ashley I am a chicken and being who you are may be hard but worth while...Amy someday they

will grow... Katie (the other Colby girl) well thanx for being... “there" ... Annie people should have
joined our bandwagon. . . Marie-Eve (la folle) don ’

t let what others say put you down . . . Andrea we have
lost touch but I will never forget all that we have been through. . .Tristan I was in the park and it hit me!
:) ... Jason thanx for all the math notes they helped me through some hard times ... Rob don ’

t' stop smi ling

and thanx for always asking if 1 was ok when no one else bothered. . . Fogs bowling just can’t wait and
good luck next year. . . and Paul (mon niaiseux) thank you so much for showing me how to look at things

in a different way XoxO good luck in everything that you do!

Jeninifer MacWilliam

Sheilah Ludington

Dominic Malaussena

Mank
This year at Stanstead College was the most amazing experience in my life! First of all I want to thank
my parents, DANKE! ! ! Lili and Pem, I love you sooo much ! ! One of the most influential persons during
my stay here was my roomy: Ninfa, I will miss you so much. . . everything, our talks. You are the best,

we had such a great time. We had fun together, learned from each other and became more tolerant.

Ximena, 1 will miss our many talks about “him”! ! Jen, thanks for the good food and the nice breaks!

Annya and Leigh, my two crazy French people, Shaida, you were my survival in Math and English
(I know you love hi ml), Ronald (You are one ofthe nicest guys F ve ever met). Edward (Timmy, now
its forever in here!), Eddi (You are the funniest person ever! ), Sany (I’ll come and visityou in Ottawa),
Caro (I hope you liked your time at least a bit), Stefan. Chris. Robert (the cooking was so much fun

and so delicious!). Furtherl want to thank Mme Belanger for guiding me so well through the year, Mrs
Petraki for giving me a good start (1 miss you so much!) and Mrs Carruthers for her effort so I can stay.

I apologise if I forgot somebody, but 1 met so many amazing people that I could write a book about it! I

will never forget you! Lets stay in touch! I love you! See you... Julia ;)

I'm not a bad guy! I work hard, and I love my kids. So why should I

spend half my Sunday hearing about how I'm going to Hell?

-Homer Simpson
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David Marosi
Purple to red, lennoxville to Stanstead. Crusader to Spartan, BCS to Stanstead. A year ago I would not have

been able to imagine it. At the beginning of the year I would not have been able to predict how' happy I was

here, and how many amazing people 1 would meet. A couple thank you’s. First off Dougie, you made this

all possible, you tooka chance when no one else would and for that I am forever grateful. Pete, way more

smiles then frowns; eating stuff for money is not a sin!. JD, thanks for being there whenever things start

coming up Rob P, KEEP SMILING. Chris, the only person who has the same energy as me, see you

Saturday night. Brandon and Sean crayfish bay;originals, by the way have you seen my sock? , thanks

for the millions of laughs. Jean-Michel, all I have to say is this ha. Cowan. Sheilah you can sleep

anywhere you want to. To my family. UncleTom, Sue. Mom, Erika, Emily, Belle without your support

andlove 1 am nothing. To all the teachers 1 have neverknown patience like yours. To everyonewho smiled

at me in the halls or held a door open for me. thank you. To my friends from down the road JK, FM, JS,

CV, thank you foryour unending friendship. The echoes of"Guide MeOh Thou Great Jehovah" will always

be playing in my head. See you all next year. .
. ;

Sonny Martorana
Time flies ... I had good and bad experience living in a boarding school away from my family (5 days

a week “Rioux"). Ill work out till I die AND NO ITS NOT STEROIDS girls and teachers. Vicky I would

ofnever done it without you always telling me "Its ok sonny its past forget about it, it will be ok calmdown

minais...“ (j'taime boubou) AMIE POUR LA VIE. Chris C. Thanks for everything (G in Magog bro),

Vanessa we really should of began talking before -May 1 3® 2003-

1

love you. Pinto my Italian brother,

this summer BROOO -TR-H! It was ssssssick bro!!! OMG!!!!! Mohammed Abdulqadir Is the

smartest and best guy 1 have ever met and is by far my best friend EVER!!! I could trust this kid with

my life!! !Mo all the times at my house with all the girls, bro nextyear there we’ll have lots more YAAAA
BABY! (girls, racing and cars defines me the BEST)!!! SORRY TO ALL THE OTHERS I MIST
(COWAN. Marie, laura .A all ect.) THANK YOU (MOM, ANTHONY, AND DANY) But dad....

all the times you drovedown to meet with faculty ! DadYOURMY HERO you’l 1 always have the biggest

place in my heart you will never know cause we d‘ont talk about that but YOU ARE MY Best friend My
worst enemy at times and the whole families saviour!!! Ti Amo Padre!!!!

Cole McComber
Greetings! Well, coming to S. C. wasn’t a bad idea. Special thanks Lo my parents! 1 had much fun. met a

lot of cool people here and 1 wanted to thank my teachers for putting up with me for nine months. I’d like

to say goodbye to some twelfth graders; B, Go Wildcats! Shawn, represent! Teddy! Peter, the most patient

person alive; Martin,my German companion. Julio, see you at Cornell someday. Mike, the 3-point cook;

Foglietta, the goal of the year. Paul, slashes or no slashes! Zinay, see you @ the sanitarium! Pinto, I’ll

remember the training tips. Copestake, so long Andrew! Lenz, I m not that heavy. For all the ladies on

campus keeping it real. I don’t know if my friendTristan will be coming back K So, Bumblebee Tuna

Man! You too, Cowan! Through the screen, not off the screen! Props go out to my two awesome

roommates. Gray and Elliott (I think I’m the better guitarist). Everyone in Bugbee have a fun summer

Thanks, Mr. Wells. Take care Dunn; Thanks for letting me watch all those hockey games on TV and all

that food I ate. Coach Mac thanks for all the ice advice. Mr. Rioux, am I really banished to Bugbee next

year? Speaking of next year- 1 know ourhockey season wasn’t great’ K But if I comeback forgrade 1 2, we’re

taking it all, boys! TO BE CONCLUDED - CM#19 -

Katie McNamara
To think it has only been 5 years. . . Thank you mum and dad for your endless support and love. Kim
and Lisa, I love you guys with all my heart, life would not be so gratifying without you two. Annie,

you’re my first Stanstead memory: the little French girl with the pigtails (haha!). Mais tu sais que

j’taime! To the Colby prefects: wish I had been one of you for just a little longer. Hunt: “Hi, my
name’s Katie, but you can call me Kat.” Ashley, our relationship revolves around food, mm,.

.

tuna. Sheilah, I’m not Elmo. Steph, ifyou don’t tell Sheilah I'm not Elmo, I’m going to kick you.

Amy & Steph, think anyone ever found those pennies? By the way Nick, you CAN fit three girls

in a bathing cap (so you owe us $ 100). Copestake, sorry for causing you any discomfort, (yes. I

still owe you dinner). . . Pinto, shhh! Rob, you’re my inspiration, thanks for the late-night chats.

Jason, tu sais quejet’ adore. When are we going to launch our modeling careers? To all my teachers,

thank you again and again. Best of luck to all the grads in the real world and for all those returning,

see you next year. .

.
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Ashley Newman
The year iscoming to an end and 1 am sad to see it go. Mama and Daddy- thanks for the support and sacrifices,

but most of all thanks for putting up with me. Maggie, the greatest sister- I’m your biggest fan . To the Colby
prefects- we’ve been through it all: the good, the bad, and the psycho, but hey we're all still alive (Raill).

Colby Girls- you kept me entertained. Katie and Annie- the house was never the same. Sheilah- your
useless facts, our nightly talks. . . too much to say, Raill- ADD is right. Don’ t run toward the fire! Room
confined. We need sleep. Hunt- you’re a sarcastic bee, but you’ve taught me how to laugh. Amy- tarot

cards: boy does my future suck. Katie- Hi my name’ s Katie, you can call me Cat. Our drive to Montreal

(almost), our year-long craving for BeniWonTon’s... Jason Kim- zebra socks in public. Banana-
there’s a fire in the road! Marie-Eve- Oui oui oui oui, non non non non. we go way back. Don’t grow
up too fast. Sez Woody- Be good. Miss you. (Ah the creativity! ) To those in the play- it was a long and

painful experience (I’d do it again) Coach G- thanks for the season. 1 will never cut comers. Mrs.
McNamara- you kept me well fed, your home was my shelter, thanks. Jeff- Dude! It’s been great. I’m your

brown-eyed girl, but I guess we’re not ‘kosher’. Goodbye for now Stanstead, see you next year.

Christiana Owana
If you wouldst live long, live well, for folly and wickedness shorten life.

-Benjamin Franklin

Leigh Partington
The good, the bad and the ugly. I would like to thank Mr. Simard and Mr. Denney forMarch Break memories,
laughs and Wanted Posters. Warm thank-yous to my parents, relatives and especially my aunt Mary for

their support and driving. Annya. may the cretins be forgotten, the “compote” conserved and memories
last forever. L’heure du the dans la salle de bain. Between Subway cookies, msn convos, camping and
tents, bird masks and bets, Betty and Veronica will someday rule the world! Bouaahaha! Nicole, your
child has finally finished high school! I hope that someday, over a bowl ofCheerios, you will remember
the good times: your little voice (must get to the water supply !), Spit, Softball. Mr. Tinklesworth, cookie

dough in your car and laughs. Andy has no idea what he’s getting in to. Sandrine, your determination

is inspiring, even though you somehow manage to hit your head every time..you know,..you’re the

coolest. Cadbury eggs, daffy and the cannibalistic bed. Alicia, always a source of amusement (you know
we love you). Vanessa (aka roomie) your creativity will live on forever. Avi, do the turtle! Martin, laclasse

d’histoire et les paris. Matt, your womanly legs are cool ! My last hurrah: Take my strong hand!

Rob Perretta
Another year at Stanstead is complete. Felt like I blinked and we were already in June. This year was
AMAZING in many ways, a lot ofcool new kids came here that I became close with, me and my old friends

just kept piling on the memories (ill get to that soon), football, rugby and especially hockey were
redOnculous, and I spent the whole year with my love, Julie. Jon and Paul. I’m still trying to figure out
why Stevey Wonder and Ray Charles can’t read. Jeff it was fun while it lasted, you warned me. Jason.

Chris so what number are u guys on now, 2 lights mean record doesn't it, November break was crazy.

DEE900. Brandon and B ig Pete, you guys were there forme through everything, through good and bad.

You guys are my closest friends, I thank you for everything. I love u guys, this place wifi never be the

same without u Julie, the memories we shared this year would take up (his whole yearbook. The love

we share is unbreakable; I still can't believe your mine. I cant wait for our dreams to come true. U have
my heart, goodluck and I'll be withu everystep of the way 143. Thank you to my family, I love u guys with

all my heart. Tommy next year kid. BOYZ, MS AC DM SI NM TB JM MA AD RL NI DZ MC
Fo sho. HOT SOUP MIKE D FDNY 9-11-01 MISS U CUZ
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Of all the years at Stanstead College this one was the most appreciated because I thought

wasn’t going to come back. Fortunately I was given an opportunity to finish my last

year of high school at SC. 1 am glad that this is my last year and I will be out of High

School at last. Stanstead College gave me more experience and taught me more

things than any other schools I’ve been to. I'll never forget the people I met at

Stanstead College like my teammates, classmates and roommates and everyone else.

will visit this place next year to watch Stanstead play sports and I expect the red and

white jerseys to beat BSC at every sport.

EUGEUNI PETROUSSEVfTCH

Stephanie Raill
hman, anotheryesifsoverand one more togolfdlike totliankmy'parentsft'jrtlieirmany.sacrificesand support;

1 hi ipe I’ve made yt>u proud. Tomy fellow Colby prefects, we’ve Ireen tlrroughsomuch-butwe made it!!

I’ll never forget ourpointless nights dc>ing abscilutelv nothingsnd making fools oft >ursclves ... itwas fun!

Hunt, you are a totally different person at night! (dance baby dance). “Hey, its pick on Ashley

diy...eveiyday!”j/l<,luvyr)Lir(xmiie!Sheil;ili,\veVelx;-t;nthit)ught()omuch,sc)nuiny laughs... to tire point

whereIc<)uldn'tbreatli!Ajw-“IlikebigbuttsandIcannot lie”. Colby girls, you made it exciting! Katie,

thinkanyone ft>und thosepennies?Kim,myMe punk (zebra socksin public!)keepsmiling! Lisa, nt>w you

cangt^ckncean: >uncl. ..lt)l.Jastrn. ifonlymycitxsetwasn'tsomessy.Jon. dirtydancingwillalwayslx^aclassic!

••'lire patchanka!’’ Mont.se, hot salsaaaa! Andrea, ask another one . . .Julie, our prop dance! Leblanc, well

alwaysbe thetriple Fs!M-Eje fadore, nechange pas! Annie, ahhh those birds!?! Tristan, I’msorrybutyt>u 11

i luteu i t«u,r“ » i
. ^ ,

-7
j : t ' 4 v

okay, then its not the end. . .Wow, it went by so fast; just to show that time flies when you’re having fun!

Well . . .Until next year, I’m out. Raill

Annya Schneider
So many memories, dreams docome true and after this experience.my life will never be the same ! After two

years at SC 1 realized how much I’ve learned and how much 1 have experienced here. The friends I made

and people! met changed my life and I’ll never forget them. Leigh! lafille dansle bain) le 28, 24, March

trip, le camping,1,’heure du the, des paris ...On s’est embarquc dans quoi !!! Oublie pas les “mots

(Stranges: shibela.cretins.compote. ...Nc laisse pas des Harry Potter tejeter par dessusun pontet ferine

les portcs ! Je ne t'oublierai jamais ! Nicole (Babou, mommy) First of all. Thank u tor always being

there for me when 1 needed protection against the evil people . I learned so much from u! So many

memories : trina cd. our girl talks,cheerios,cookie dough, piazetta. crazy voices, andy’s video tape,

helium balloons! Remember that I’ll always be your daughter! Sandrine (petite) qu’est ce que j’aurais

fait si tu n’avais pas ete la ! les souvenirs sont nombreux : vielle douane.backstreet boys en franqais, des

heures au telephonejes milles desserts, nos conversations sans fin. . . Finalement tu vas t’echapper de ce

trou ! Tu vas me manquer ! Alicia, 1 will always think you are funny! Finally, all ofyou that made myjotimey

here at SC. a wonderful experienced'oliow your dreams and may all your wishes come true.Maman et papa

je vous aime du fond de mon coeur..merci pour tout ! !!

Annie Thibeault
Holy cow, its been 5 years, and still one to go! Merci maman de m’avoir donne la chance de venir a

Stanstead, je me rends compte de la chance. Julie, wow. . .quoi dire. . .je vais vraiment m’ennuyer, ca

sera jamais pareiile sans toi, phone bill better be expensive! T’aime trop and reach for the moon.

Alex, roomie, great times, good laughs, you're an amazing person never change, you’re the mack I

You made the" school year that much better for me. Love u tons. Laura, where would we be if it

weren’t for maywests?! Thanks for everything you’re just amazing. Salsa! Mmm! Look at the

stars. . .j’t’aime plus! ! ! Mel - The tooth fairy is coming to get u. . . Best of luck next year, better

come visit dude ! Raill glad to be your favourite! Memories ill never forget. Katie, whoa, you and

I go way back...yah u know the first day of school. LOL. Good stuff.. I’ll never forget. Liane,

j’taime, you complete me!! Marie, mini-me! T’es mon amour. . .Webster Fan prochain. Simon et

David, je vous adorent vous etes les meilleurs tit freres. Sheilah ...no tickle!! Hunt..we were

roommates for 2 weeksJol Mr. Rioux, thanks for everything, your great help! Mr Grenier. Mr
Vandyke. 1 had lots of fun in sports, you’re great coaches! To all ofyou coming back... I’ll see u next

year...
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Stanstead College...

At this place the Ovid’s “Carpe Diem” can be understood in a whole new sense, since the yeai

at Stanstead went by so quickly. Most of the time it was a great experience and for that 1 wan
to thank equally students, faculty and maintenance; special thanks go to my roommate Sonnj
Martorana, my advisor Madame Chartrand and of course my coaches: Mr. Grenier, Mr
Simard, Mr. Scheib and Phil Dunn.
I will never forget the trips to Vancouver, Shawinnigan( Jeffrey, Jeffrey. ..) and Halifax, the}
have been altogether an incredible experience and were part of the reason why this for me
extremely busy year went by so quickly.

Groote, man sieht sich hoffentlich im Juni bei der Love Parade!
Have all a great summer, looking forward to see you all,

Vaya con Dios...

Piotr Tomaszewski

Francis Veillette
Pour commencer jaimerais remercier mes parents pour mavoire permis de protite de cette formidable
aventure qui est stanstead. Je sais que

j
ai souvent chialer et tout mais cetais une tres bonne experience. Hey

sonny c chien en sale se qui ton fais mais c pas grave ta ete le premier de nous a sortir dici c deja sa! ! Ouin
pis merci pour les deux aimer ta ete vriament un bon chum pis un GROS merci pour ton party cetais bin

le fun. Phil (legros man) on a eu pas mal de fun ensemble pis toute c plate que lanne est passer vite comme
sa! Tk on va se revoire lan prochain ! Martin comment sava??Ouin cettc annee tu nous a pas mal manquer
a toute la gang mais on a eu can meme du fun 1c temps que tu etais ici ! ! MO when you got here we didn’t

really liked each other but we got along and we had a lot offun together. 1 hope ill se you again bro. Pinto

tapasfini de mapeller le (Frenchman) 1annee est fini masi on vase revoire lan prochain esur legros pis

on va encore tripper! Tk pour conclure un remerciment special a mr. Rioux pour cest deux belle annee
que vous maverdonnerpis un autre remerciment pour avoire mis un de mes chums dehors. . . cetais brave!

!

iotr Tomaszewski

Wow! Three years have been just passed! I have so many appreciations to so many people. But first of all, 1

would like to thank God for giving me an opportunity to learnmany things and develop in many ways at Stanstead
College. Second of all, I would like to thank my parents who always support me to find this wonderful school.

Thank for all the teachers and my friends at SC, you brought me a lot of great memories here! Thanks Mr. Van
Dyke and Mr. Jansen for teaching me science subjects, I’ve learned not only for these subjects from you, but

die problems ofmy study attitude. I've gained a lot ofexperiences. Su- Kai, thanks for playing basketball with
me for two years, maybe I am just a ‘ Little Bird' now, but I hope I' II be a " Big Eagle" next year for the team.
Allen, Mark and Michael, you guys are the main characters on the basketball court of the team. Without you,
we would have worse games this year and 1 wouldn’t learn great basketball techniques from you. Luke, your
intelligence always solvedmy academic problems. Micheal Solar, you are the best and funniest roommateF ve
ever met Jason Ou, thanks for your “food”. By the way. your 'Last Blade' technique is incredible, I believe
no one is able to beat you! Jason Cowan, you are the funniest I’ve ever seen! There is still a bunch of people 1

would like to mention and appreciate to in three years, but unfortunately I have no more space! I hope people at

SC had good time this year and will have fantastic time in next year.

Rick Won
I can’t believe that I'm graduating this year. 3 years are scents like such a long time but

it just passed really quickly for me. Sometimes, I was a good boy. However, some-
times, I became a nature lover, (You know what 1 mean by that, Mr. Simard) So many
things happened in 3 years. Now I'm graduating this year. I’m so happy to have a

successful life. I’ll never forget about three years of Stanstead life.

By the way. I want to say thanks to my parents first of all, who sent me here to have
a good school life, and my roommate Francis, and so many other friends, and all of

the teachers who taught me, and my advisor Mr. Telling who helped me to be a good
boy, I learned it from all of what they told me and showed me. Thanks to all!

-R.I.C.K-

FFERY Wan
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Timothy Wood
I can’t believe how fast time flew by. It seems like just yesterday I was in the Bugbee day student

room getting ready for my first year. Writing this little text really makes me realize how long

1 have until school is over and friends depart. Over the years 1 have made many memories,

which 1 can reflect on and have a good laugh about. I owe this to my parents and teachers who

have taught me over the years. Ifthere is one memory I would like to share with you all it would

be when Miss Campbell (Mini."Miss) sat down on a cake about 4 times before our T" grade class

(which was at the end of the day) and we being the young children we were almost got her to

sit on the SAME cake 5 or so times within a day. With that in mind see all of you next year and

have a lot of fun to those who are not returning. Of course I got to say goodbye to bio class what

a time I had a lot of great memories. Poking with pens, albino midget LOL, noodle in the ear oh

and grrrrr PEACE!
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Sung Aim
Laura Aikin

Renate Alvarez Wyssman
Tristan Baker

Travis Bartley

Kevin Bennett

Hannah Bilge

Michael Bonaro

Ryan Bujold

Montserrat Carreno Sanz
Ximena Casares

Alexander Cerretani

Mathieu Chaput
Ahreum Cho

John-Paid Cloutier

Landon Comeau

Ignacio Diego Plowells

Christopher Dreher

Edwina Ferry

Paulina Gargari Silva

Charlotte Htnee

Seif Hussein

Hope Hutchins

Joseph Khan
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Jonathan Lemieux
Natalia Maciel Fernandez

Nicholas Macisaac

Alex Marcotte

Kim McNamara
Christopher Muir

David Osei

Cindy Ou

Alejandra Padruno Aarun
Joseph Pape

Ryan Park

Liane Quennevilie

Jamie Retchless

Jamie Stanley Smith

Jeremy Stuart

Chad Thompson
Karla Vera Vega
Candice Wagner
Tahsha Williams

Paul Kim
Vivian Law
Sarah LeBlanc

Brandon Lee



Schuyler Allen

Elisabeth Anderson
Jennifer Bauer

Paul Chiu

Theodore Creary

Xirrtena Del Tom Zamorano
Andrew Emrich

Christopher Georgovich

Andrew Gillespie

Mathieu Helie

Chris Kang
Fu-Chen Lee

Keon Lee

Jay Left

Marie-Eve Lemay
Mathieu Lemyre
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Anthony Thuin

Alfredo Valdes-Vasquez

Rodrigo Villarreal Ramos
Ashley Wilson

May Libby

Daniels Lopez Alatorre

William Malaussena

Monica Marin Brito

Shinai Matsumura
Arthur J. Nelson

Dianne Osei

Juliette Ottereyes

Jean-Samuel Rancourt

Eric Ronsse

Marie-Pier Roy

Leah Shannon

Stephan Siemsen

Jamie Smith

Simon Thibeault

Undergrads



Eli Birge

Amanda Booth

Pablo Casaubon Lemmon Meyer
We Chen

Melissa Crook

Cassandra Danyluk
Jose De Las Fuentes

Ana Fernandez Laframboise

Charles Ferry
Util
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Julianna Ottereyes

Miguel Raymond

Mathieu Root

Pablo Ruiz Galindo

Rebecca Stuart

David Thibeault

Robert Welsh

Juan Zermeno Remirtv

Chelsea Fortin

Pablo Iturbe Fernandez

Lucas Jansen

Joo Kim

Bruce Liu

Jessika Mathurin

Lisa McNamara
Xavier Medina Mora

Undergrads
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Catalina Barroso Luque
Philip Brandi

Michelle Crook
Brandon Fortin

Jullien Hebert

Dominic Jansen

Thomas Kirkman-Gagnon
Samantha Labonte

Frederic Lambert-Pelletier

Mario Ortega Sampson
Matthew Shannon

Nathalie Shaw
Karim Siihy Sesin

Andrew Smith
Mathieu Van Gent

Rebecca Wilson

Jonathan Corriveau

Kent Kao
Tae-Gyun Kim

Mark Lin

Michelle Lin

Fernanda Morales

Eric Ou
Scott Ou
Jean Roy

Sang-Won Shin

Andy Sun
Angel Sun
Paul Yoon
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A Message from the Editors-In-Chief

By l he end of the school year, a big question on everyone’s mind was “Is the yearbook going to get done?” As you

are now reading this, you can answer for yourself that we have indeed. (Wouldn’t be much of a yearbook staff if we
didn’t!)

We would first like to apologize to everyone who didn’t get in the book (if anyone didn’t get in the book), and most

importantly, to all of those whose names we didn't spell right! We try to check all of them, but with the variety of

names (everything from Abulqadir, to Zermeno) a few always get past us. We are sorry to those people; please know
that it isn't on purpose.

It has not been an easy year! We have learned many lessons, and always the hard way. We would like to say, as

we hope that everyone will read this, that the yearbook doesn’t start, work, or finish itself (our motto in the final days

of labor). It takes many dedicated members to work on this book, a continuous tape of Louie Louie, and many dedi-

cated hours of time. In the past three years, we have watched the number of members drop from over 40 in the 1998

edition, to our courageous team of 6 this year. Note that this is a loss of 34 people, and in these 5 years, not one page

.

had been cut from the book! If you do the math, that means that each member this year had to work on just about 40

pages each, compared to the 6 that each person had to do in our 1 998 edition.

It is a widespread rumor that Spectrum is a lot of work, and we won’t lie, it is. With two people dropping out, it

made this year that much harder. Remember, the more people we have, the better it is. Spectrum is always going to

be a lot of work, as it is the second largest yearbook in the province! If you really enjoy looking at these pages, and

seeing your friends, teachers, and memories, we ask that you think about helping, and joining us on our yearly race

against time, to complete another edition of Spectrum! Yes, you will hear about the work, but you don’t hear about

the fun, and the feeling of watching 300 books being given out, that you've wotted on. Seeing the twinkle in peoples

eyes as they look back in time, and re-live a piece of their lives. It's an amazing feeling to be able to look at a page in

the yearbook, and tell people that you did it. It’s amazing to say you were a part of that. It is you people that make
this book! Never forget that! raf

|

We would like to thank three people who made this year’s book possible. First is Rob Retchless, who was Editor-

in-Chief of last year’s book, and who came back during summer vacation to nelp us finish this year. And Mr. Peter

Ashworth, who has seen more yearbooks at Stanstead than any other member of the school. He built it. He came out

during his retirement to help us finish things up when we didn’t think we could. This book is in your hands right now
because of these people, we all own them a great deal. Third, and finally, Mr. Steve Weeks, who has been our repre-

sentative from Jostens, the publishers of this book, for many more years than any single member of Spectrum can

remember. This book is in memory of Steve Weeks, who passed away just after the 2002-2003 school year ended. He
helped build this book from the ground up, and it’s in part because of him that this book is what it is today. The
Spectrum has lost a dear friend, whose efforts will not be forgotten.

It has been a year of many troubles, but'as you have this book now, those troubles did not overwhelm us. We hope

you enjoy the 2003 edition of the Spectrum. We truly believe that each and every one of those hours of work was

worth it. We hope to have more of you on board for the 2004 edition, you are always welcome. And now we have

some more business to attend to, for as we write this there are still 121 more pages to be done. So we will say adieu

and goodbye... this yearbook is hard, but we see no reason to give it up... no reason at all...

is fate, but it only takes you so far. Because once you’re

there, it’s up to you to make it happen.

—’’Can’t Hardly Wait”
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Back Row: B. Leitch, L. Benoit, A. Sheldon, J.Dustin, E. Flanders, M. Ben

Front Row: K. Shaw, W. Kimpton, N. Demer^
J

— Ancilliary Staff
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Coach: Mr. A. Elliot & Mr. A. Simard
Captains: B. Forino & R. Perretta

.

Following ii series of championship

seasons. the 2002 Spartans returned to

the real world with a losing record. This

was clearly a •‘rebuilding” year with only

a handful of starters returning from the

2001 championship team. After a hard fought and
encouraging 7-7 tie in our season opener against Alexander

Galt, the team slipped to a disappointing 0 and 5 record for the

remainder of the season. Clearly the season highlight came on a

beautiful October weekend when the team traveled to Oakville,

Ontario for our annual exhibition fixture against Appleby College.

The Spartans rallied for their best team effort of the season and
walked away with a convincing 44-16 victory to remain undefeated

against Appleby. Although the team failed to win against our

ETIAC opponents, each game was extremely competitive with the

final outcome often in doubt until the dying minutes. Youth and

inexperience proved to be the main factors in the team’s perfor-

mance and associated season record. However, in main respects,

this season can be interpreted as a learning experience, one to grow
and build on in the corning years. As coaches we commend the

twenty-nine athletes comprising this year’s team for their dedica-

tion, hard work and good sportsmanship throughout the 2002

season. M.V.P. Chris Channel!, Major ‘’S’’ Chris Channel!, Senior

‘•S" Brandon Forino, Robert Lens;.

A. Elliot A.Simard

y Sack Row: T. Baker, L.Wong, P. Boucher, C. Thompson, A . Gillespie, j'J'vi

Lemieux, M. Davis; J. Khan, P. Ernsing, Middle Sow: D: Osei, P.

Malaussena, D. Marosi, J. Leff, J. Fritz, N. Maclsaac, P. Job, L. Comeau,
S. lserivoff, j. Lanot, S. Hussein. Front Row: Mr. A. Elliot, I. Elliot, A.

Copestake, C, Channel!. B. Forino, R. Perretta, J, Gray, R. Lenz, J.

^JRetchless. Mr. A. Simard ^
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fBack Row: Mr. E. Van Dyke, S. Leblanc, S. Butterworth^
E. Anderson, L. Aiken, A. Gillespie, H. Birge, N. Vtaciel

Front Row: Kt. McNamara, M. Wood, A. Channell,

F. Lee, A. Thibeault, V. Armstrong, S. Hunt

Senior Girls Soccer
Coach: Mr. EL Van Dyke
Captains: V. Armstrong, A. Thibeault

The 2002 edition of Senior Girls

Soccer began as the very defini-

tion of "rebuilding year". Things
looked bleak in September. Only 5

returning players, and one lone

Grade 12. In fact, with a; dearth of senior

age girls at the school, 3 juniors were asked to play
up. Fortunately for us, Hannah, Lyss and Sarah gladly

accepted, and made an invaluable contribution to the
team. To further test our mettle, we were only healthy for

the final third of the season. Nine players out of 16 were
on injured reserve at some point in the campaign. We
played a portion of one league game with 10 on the field,

and needed two more junior players to accompany us to

CA1S to ensure that Stanstead could finish the national

tournament with enough players (thanks Kim and Marie-
Eve). So, in a nutshell, we were young, inexperienced,
and injury-plagued. But under the guidance of Captain
Annie Thibeault and the other returning seniors (Vicky,

Andrea, Melissa and Steph), the season developed into an
unqualified success. Effort became consistent, skill level,

drills, and team possession, improved, and by seasons end
we were beating teams who had beaten us earlier in the

season, which is all a coach can ask for. Case in point:

The Study beat us 1-0 in September. We beat them 4-1 in

October. Case in point #2: MVR shellacked us 4-0 in early

October, and finished 1
st in the ETIAC. We met them in

the Playoffs and tied them 0-0, then lost in penalty shots.

Rebuilding is not a word that should necessarily have
negative connotations. What happened this year was that

a group of athletes molded themselves, almost from
scratch, into a cohesive soccer squad that will continue to

improve next year, as all but 2 players are returning in

2003. We learned a lot about playing proper soccer, and I

am proud of each player who continued to work to

improve, despite the early losses. I look forward to next
year, and thanks to all for an enjoyable season.

Coach Van Dyke
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Senior Bo\ rs’Soc3cer
Coach: Mr. EL Grenier
Captain: J. Foglietta, M. Siemsen

The theme to my athletic assembly speech this

year was "Success is relative." Here's why. The
2002 edition of the Spartans varsity soccer team
tost seven grade 12 starters from the previous

year. We had to rely on four 14 year old starters

to fill some of those shoes. The season began with

a soccer jamboree down at St. Paul's School in New
Hampshire where the boys played against some of the best

soccer teams they will ever see at this age level. We lost. We got

killed, but 1 pulled off the older players knowing that it is better to lose with

the younger guys because they will remember and will carry this experience

into next season. Success is relative to what these guys do next year with that

experience. We worked on passing and midfield ball control, dominance
really, and; after shifting a few' players around, we finally had the core starting

group and played out the season never losing by more than a 3 goal

differential. This is huge considering we should have probably been on the

receiv ing end of some serious whoopings. Success is relative to the scores by
which these guys lost - showing a lot of heart and determination and losing in

the last minutes of some very close games. The highlight of the season was
that week in October we spent in beautiful British Columbia at the CAIS
national soccer tournament. We played our best soccer. The boys represented

the school well and sent a clear message that little Stanstead does things right.

Success, though we only won 1 game at this tourney, is relative to how
impressed the coaches and athletic directors were with our school. Thanks
fellas, I was proud of you out there. Thanks to Mr. Simard who looked after

every detail to ensure a memorable experience for everyone. Special mentions :

go to Piotr Tamaszewski, Dave Zinay, Jon Foglietta and Martin Siemsen, our
Senior S winners. A super special mention to Paul Kim, the only Major S and
Bobby Moore most valuable player trophy winner. He is only in grade 10.

Thanks for being a fine and slightly crazy role model to younger players.

Coach Grenier

y Sack Row: Mr. E. Grenier, M. Lemyre, C, Dreher, ]. Cho,
^

S. Siemsen, C. Groote, R. Wan, T. Wood, P. Iturbe, P. Yoon
Front Row: P. Kim, P. Ross, D. Zinay, J. Foglietta,

P. Tomaszewski, M. Siemsen, J. Cowan, R. Villarreal,

G A. Thuin ^

^
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Coach: Mrs. JL. Retchless
Captains: H. Hutchins & Km. McNamara
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If you were to check the ETIAC League
end of season results you would team
that the Junior Girls' did not win any
games, however, success is not only
measured by winning. The girls were

externally optimistic. They never gave up
and each league game was a new opportunity to try

a new position or to work on enhancing skills. They are a

"successful": team because they supported each other and played
beyond their ability to hold stronger teams at low scores. The
score at the end of the first half of many games was 0-0. It was in

the second half when our game would get sloppy and this

allowed the opponents to take advantage and score. The true

picture of the Junior Girls' 2002 team is that they had fun together

and were true Spartans; an exemplary model of good sportsman-

ship. Charlotte Hince was our professional and supportive

manager, who made sure our uniforms and equipment were
accounted for. A Junior "S" went to Kim McNamara and Jennifer

Bauer for their leadership and dedication to the game. May
Libby, our busy goalie,;was recognized with a Junior "S", as well,

as Marie Eve Lemay who takes the Spartan theme to the extreme,

beating the opponents to the ball, trying over and over again to

set up plays, never giving up. This energy and support was
exciting to watch. The true picture is a team of girls with heart

who gave it all they had and this is what sport is all about. Great
season girls! Mrs. L. Retchless

Back Row; C. Hince, J. Smith, M. Safe, A. Wilson, E. Ferry,

A. Fernandez, V. Law, V. Alveraz, M. Marin, Mrs. L Retchless

Front Row: J. Bauer, M. Libby, M. Lemay, H. Hutchins,

D. Osei, Km. McNamara, L. Shannon, D. Lopez, S. Matsumara

J



The Junior Boys Soccer season was

thoroughly enjoyed by both players

and coaches and the progress made
by this team was a pleasure to be a

part of. The team of 19 varied in skill and

experience but they all came together to

form a soccer team that was competitive and no

push-over for the opposition.An opening loss of 7-0 at the

hands of Galt was quickly put at the back of everyones mind
when we lost only 1-0 to the same team at the BCS Tournament

the following day. We finished the league campaign in 3rd place

: with 2 Wins, 1 Tie and 5 Losses, which ensured we qualified for

the play-offs. This was a huge achievement and an excellent

record in a tight league.: The intense practices and the boys

commitment to the team hfeipt to instil a fighting spirit and

pride for the Stanstead colours which they deserve a lot of

credit for. Their ability and commitment was never in question

and when a team gives 100% you cannot ask for anymore. This

ensured we had a chance in every game we played.Thanks to

Joey Pape who served as our manager and was always there far

players and coaches alike to make sure we had everything we
needed. Congratulations to A.J. Nelson on his Junior S arid we
wish everyone on the team good luck and hope all of you will

be out on the Stanstead College socceriields next fall.

Coach Dunn and Coach Rowan.

Coaches: Mr. P. Dunn & Mr. G. Rowan
Captains: A. Marcotte & J. Stuart

Back Row: Mr. P. Dunn, J. Pape, W. Maulessena, A.J. Nelson,

M. Helie, T. Creary, C. Georgevich, P. Chiu, K. Bennett, A.Valdez,

T. Kim, Mr. G. Rowan
Front Row: J.C. de las Fuentes, J.S. Rancourt, S. Ahn, C. Muir,

\ A. Macrotte, J. Stuart, E. Ronsse, M. Lemyre, S. Thibeault, I

P.Casaubon^
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Bantam Girls’Soccer
Coaches: Ms. B. Wadleigh & Mrs. L. Smith
Manager: Melissa Crook

r Back Row; N. Shaw, S. Labonte, C, Barroso,

C. Morales, B. Wilson, B. Stuart, Ml. Crook
Front Row; Mrs. L. Smith, Me. Crook, J Mathurin,

C. Danyluk, Jn. Ottereyes, C. Fortin, A. Booth,

L. McNamara, Miss B. Wadleigh

98
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^BackRowMr. G. Telling, B. Fortin, C. Ferry, ML Shannon, ^
X. Medina, E. Birge, M. Ortega, T. Gagnon, P. Brandt,

Mr. J. Rioux

Front Row: M. Van Gent, M. Raymond, W. Chen, L. Jansen,



W7
Coach: Mrs Elliot & Mrs PorteUi

The Cross Country Running team of

2002 comprised a team of forty-nine

students divided into the competitive and

non-competitive group. The competitive

team participated in the. four events: The
BCS run. the Alexander Galt fun, our own,

Stanstead College meet and the ETIAC finals, held at

BCS. We began our season by participating in the Terry Fox

run also held at BCS. Our results were commendable. Our top senior

girls were Sadrine Lanot and Lauren Cuenant. Our top Senior boys

were. Jeffrey Wan, Cole McComber and Rhett Jacobi. Our top

Bantam boys were Karim Silhy and Pablo Ruiz, We were very proud

of the other members of the competitive team who ran all races and

gave their best: Ashley Newman. Leigh Partington. Lianne

Quenneville. Juan Ignacio Zermeno. Vivien Yu and Nathalie Lussier.

The non-competitive team practiced daily and participated in the Galt

competition. Their support at the running events was greatly

appreciated, as was their help at our own Stanstead meet. A team

highlight was the hikes to the Pinnacle. Orford and from the apple

orchard hill behind the school. It was wonderful to be outside on

those beautiful, sunny crisp fall days!

We placed in Senior Boys, Senior Girls and Bantam boys in all

events. At the ETiAC. held at BCS, Sandrine received a silver medal

and Lauren the bronze for Senior Girls. Jeffrey Wan won the silver

and Rhett the bronze for Senior boys. Karim Silhy won the gold for

Bantam boys and was far ahead of the pack.

Karim Silhy was awarded a Bantam 'S'. Sandrine Lanot and Lauren

Cuenant were awarded the Senior Girls' ‘S’ and Jeffrey Wan was

awarded a Major ‘S’, as well as, the William Greenshield Trophy at

our Fall Sports' Assembly.

We congratulate all members of the team for their participation and

especially to those who worked hard each day to improve their times.

Running is a true test of personal resolve and can only build strong

character.

Coaches: Barbara Elliot and Tania PorteUi
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/Back Row: T. Baker, A.J. Nelson, j. Foglietta, S. Siemsen, J. Elliot, M. Lemyre/
Middle Row: Mr. M. McNamara, j. Lemieyx, M, Davis, N . MdsAac, J. Cowan,
C, Channell, D. Beaulac-Zinay, J. Gray, C. McComber, Mr. C. Wells.

Front Row; A. Marcotte, P. job; P. Ross, R. Berretta, S, Iserhoff, B, Forino,

M. Siemsen, C. Muir
\s^Iissiiig^AJ3el Pinto.

^

Coach: Mr. M. McNamara. & Mr. Cl Wells
Captains: S. Isherhoff, B. Forino,,H Ferretta

The2002-2003Spartansseas«nbegan with

same very disappointing results in the months
of November and December, finishing with a

record of S' wins and 8 losses. The Christmas

break proved very beneficial as the Spartans

posted a 17 - 4 record for the rest of the year,

including impressive wins over New England prep
schools and top Quebec Midget teams.: Every member of the

team should beproud of this impressive turn-around thatwas the product
of a great deal of hard work, some of it Thursday mornings at 6:30 AM.
Unfortunately, a 12;gamewinning streak was brokenby Provincial Champi-
ons, Howard. S. Billings, in the AAESQ semi-finals. The Spartans played
perhaps their poorest game of the season and Were plagued, once again, bv
a lack of discipline that resulted in several unnecessary penalties, fire loss

was particularly bitter in that Stanstead was hosting the tournament for the

first time. As always, Mr. Siraard, did an unbelievablejob ofmaking it a first

class event.

There were also many individual contributions that should benoted. The
outstanding play and motivational leadership ofRob Parretta, who returned

after a courageous battle with leukemia, tod to be the highlight of the year.

Cole McComber used his quickness and tirelesswork ethic to become one of

thebest penalty killers thathaseverdonnedaStaristead jersey. Team captain,

Shawn Iserhoff, entertained fans all year with his creative play and timely

goats, leading the team in every offensive category and winning the MVP
award. Congratulations to these three players for their Major S awards.
Thank you to all of the players who worked so hard and made so many
sacrifices, A speciaHhartks toco-coach and good friend, Mr. Wells, who took
on greater role in practices, and whose sage advice is invaluable.

-Coach Mae

STANSTEAD COLLEGE3
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^Back Row: P. Casaubon, Alfred^Valde^^^Heliej^^edin^^. Roy, S. Thibeatil^

Middle Row: B. Lee, D. Jansen, J. Corriveau, D. Thibeault, M. Shanon, D. Marosi,

L. Quenneville, J. Leff, C. Dreher, T. Kirkman-Gagnon, M. Root, A Marcotte

Front Row: M. Bonaro. Mr. J, Rious, A. Thnin, M. Raymond, J.S, Raincourt,

^A. Smith, D. Maulesena, Mr. J. Scheib, C. Muir
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Coach: Mr. Planetta, Mrs. Steel
Captain: S. Rail% Km. MeNaixmara, JL Queneville

The 2002-03 season found 1 4 brave

souls venturing down to the rink to be

introduced to new coaches Mrs Steel

and Mr Planetta. As an experienced

goalie himself, Mr Planetta worked
extensively with both our goalies, as well as with the

defensivepairs. Our team ranged from players with many years

of ateani, Alot oftime was spent early in the season developing

(or honing) foundational skills. Our team focus was on enjoying

the game, respect and sportsmanship, and skill development.

The season highlight for all was the ETIAC championship

game. Our rookie goalie stepped up that very morning as out

regular goalie could not play and kept us in the game. Various

forwards were unfortunately sidelined during the game by a

vicious flu bug but every single player contributed during this

heart stopping game. Down 3-1 going into the 3
rd

period, this

team of determined young ladies fought back to a 3-3 tie and

with one minute left to play, found the net a final time. Goal

scorers were Liane Quennville and Kim McNamara. It was a

privilege to a part ofyour season ladies. ETIAC CHAMPIONS
2003!

Coach Steel & Coach Planetta

8TANSTEAD COLLEGE
* ^ is*™. 8 Jr***™.,

Ka. McNamara, C. Danyluk, S. Labonte.
Front Row: Mr. C. Planetta, A. Booth, H. Birge,

Km. McNamara, S. Rail], L. Queneville, E. Anderson,
McNamara, Mrs. B. Steel.
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First of all, I

would like to

thank MrSimard,

Mr Foster and

Richard for their great

help throughout this swimming
season. 1 will tell you quite honestly, whenl arrived

at the pool the first day of the season, I had a lot of

expectations, I was telling myself that we had a great

year last season and 1 was hoping that the new swim

team would be as remarkable. Fortunately, I was not

disappointed. Although my swimmers were less

experimented, theirprogress was absolutely astonishing.

My two captains, Teddy and Robert, did an amazingjob

at helping me coaching the swim team. They were

dedicated at motivating the swimmers to work hard and

give their best at each and every practice or competition.

They directed the warm-up and encouraged the

swimmers to push their limits. The swimmers were

surprisingly strong, because it is not easy to swim when

it is - 20 degrees outside. A lot of them were sick and

tired, but they learned how to help and encourage each

other. Some anecdotes will stay in my memories. At

each practice, Ximena Del Toro, complain about the

cold water, even ifthe water’ s temperature is 85 degrees.

«Miss the waterissocold today » Also,atacompetition,

Maiko, in breast stroke, did a free style turn. The

official look at me in a weird way. Next year, we will

make sure that when we compete in a 50 meters race,

we really do 50 meters and not 25 and we will try to be

in the pool instead of being in the restroom! Finally,

I had a great time with my team, because I was

surrounded by a beautiful bunch of human dolphins.

Coach Martineau

Swimming
Captains:R Lenz, T. Astono
Coach: Mme Martineau

Back Row; A. AbcJulqadir, C. Kang, j, Urn, R. Lenz, T, Astono,JM Lanot,N

L. Wong, P, Boucher, P. Emsing.

Middle Row: Miss Martineau, V. Alvarez, N, Grosskelwing, X. del Toro,

S. Guzman, M. Sara, A. Fernandez, D. Lopez, K. Vera Vega, C. Barroso.

Front Row: P. Gargari, V. Law, V . Yu, J. Mathurin, L. Cuenant, N, Desjardins,

A. Schneider, S. Lanot, A. Fernandez, X. Casares. j

Athletics



yBack Row: Mr VanDyke, Vicky Armstrong, Amy Gillespie,

Melissa Wood, Leigh Partington, Alexandra Gulliver, Sheilah

Ludington, Laura Aikin, Sarah Hunt, Annie Thibeault, Jessica

Kao
A front Row: Julie Lemay

Coach: Mr. hi Van Dyke
Captain: J. Lemay
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Expectations were quite low at the be-

ginning of this season. As we only had

one returning player from last year's

championship team, the rest of the squad

was made up of eight first-year Seniors

plus two walk-ons. Clearly, it looked to be a

rebuilding year. However, the first day of try-outs

illustrated two important features of this year’s group of players:

despite their lack of experience, they were athletic, and they were
fast. So we played to our strengths, and became a full-court

pressing, fast-break team. This running-at-all-costs approach paid

dividends. Despite inexperience, inconsistent rebounding, rookie

turnovers, and abysmal outside shooting, we were often difficult

to beat because of our in-your-face attitude. We pressed at every

opportunity, and we ran the fast break any chance we got. In fact,

we scored many points in. transition immediately after getting

scored upon
, hitting easy layups while the other team was still

busy congratulating themselves. We improved consistently

throughout the first half of the season, and performed extremely

well in January. With an impressive 5-1 record at the Mtl

Independent Schools Tourney, we won the “B” Division plaque.

We would have also made the finals of the subsequent BCS
Tourney if not for a heartbreaking overtime loss to l.CC. in what
was our best game of the year. Then, after a 3-week period of

frustrating, uninspired play, we bounced back and played well

against stronger opposition at the Anderson-Bailly, even though

we ended up 5,b overall. We then finished the year off with an

impressive game against MVR in the final contest of the season.

In fact, that final game showcased almost all that we had learned

since November, and left me with a very good feeling for 2003-04.

The girls learned a lot this year, and in the process finished with

a ,500 record (18 wins vs 18 losses). Not bad for a “rebuilding

year”. Not bad at all. In closing, I hope the players learned a few

things this year about hard work, team play, positive attitude,

passion for the game ofbasketball, and what it takes to succeed at

the senior level. Thanks to Jessica (the best manager I've ever

had), and good luck to those moving on at the end of this year. To
all those returning, we laid a good foundation this season, and I

look forward to a great season next year.

Coach Van Dyke

11
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Coaches: Mr. Dunn, Mr Simard
Captain:A. Liu

Back Row: Mr. P. Dunn, R. Chane, L. Yoon,
J. Ou, J. Cho, P. Tomazewski, Ic Won, C.
Groote, R. Zhao, J. Wan, M. Sun, M.H. Ou, I.

Diego, Mr. A. Simard
Front: A. Liu

This year’s edition of the Spartans

was led by returning captain and

best overall player, Allen Liu, along

with veterans Meng-Hang Ou at the

small forward position and Mark Sun at the

“big man" spot. While Mark gave at least a foot or more
in height to each of the opposing centers he faced, he

worked hard at improving his moves and became a real

threat for his opponent to defend. Meng-Hang was our

main threat for 3-point shots. Jason Ou worked into the

starting point guard spot over the course ofthe season and

showed nice improvement. Long Zhao and Jeffrey Wan
were brilliant at times and less so at other times, but they

did learn about when to shoot and when not to shoot as the

season progressed. We had two walk-on German forwards

in Chris Groote and Peter Tomaszewski, and two Korean

forwards in Rick Won and Jasper Cho, each of whose

improvement can be directly related to their effort level.

The guard corps was rounded out by Ignacio Diego,

Ronald Chang, and Luke Yoon. We had the statistics

wizard, Mr. Dunn, who kept stats at each and every game,

and these are very helpful in analyzing individual and

team results, especially over the long-term.

Just like last year, we did not have a very deep bench, and

individual and team fouls hurt us. We also tended to make
too many turnovers. Once again, we played an interlocking

schedule with the SSJAA-ET1AC this year, our league

record was 1-11 and our overall record was 8-23. In the

Stanstead Invitational Tournament, we lost to St. Johns in

double overtime in the last game of the day. A win would

have- given us the championship, but the loss dropped us

to last place in the tourney! At the Anderson Tournament

at Shawinigan High School, we got our revenge on St.

Johns, beating them in our pool and advancing to the

semi-final where we upset Quebec High to make the

final. In the other semi, BCS upset St. Pat’s which meant

a SC-BCS final. Though we led most of the game, BCS
ended up winning by 6. We did qualify for the Visser and

were in over our heads atthis event, losing all three games

by 30 point margins. Our overall record could have been

stronger, but in certain games and tournaments, we played

everyone in order to improve as a team, rather than just

playing the starters. The Anderson Tournament, and our

performance in it, was definitely the highlight of our

season. We had a fun time in Shawinigan, played well,

and also had agreattime with theBCS coaches and teams.

I enjoyed the fun times and many laughs (ESL III) with

this bunch and with my asst, coach Mr. Dunn (and his

asst. Miss Broadhurst).

Congratulations to the team’s award winners:

Dr. E.C. Amaron MVP Trophy: Allen Liu

Major "S”: Allen Liu, Mark Sun

Senior “S”: Meng-Hang Ou

Coach Simard and Coach Dunn

IK
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A. Sun, K. Lee, S. Ou, A. Emrich, C, Georgovich, P.

Chiu, Mr, V. Jansen, S. Hussein, C. Thompson, M.
Chaput, A. Gillespie, R. Villareal, E. Ronsse

Athletics



yBack Row: Mr. A. Houghton, K. Kao,

J.C de Las Fuentes, K. Sesin, E. Birge, T. Creary, P.

Ruiz, B. Lui, H. Lee, W. Chen, B. Fortin

\ Kneeling: L. Jansen

Coach: Mr. A. Houghton
Captain: L. Jansen

1

/

The Bantam Boys Basketball team

t

competed in the ETIAC league and

finished with a disappointing 2-6
record. Although our record was not

what we hoped, 1 believe that the entire

team would agree that there was significant improve-

ment in all players by the end of the season. The future looks

bright as the play of the team by the end of the season left great

hope for the future of Stanstead Boys Basketball. The most

memorable moment of the year was a tight loss on a buzzer

beater shot versus Richmond, after being down by 24 at half.

Memories include First points, tough defensive stands, acro-

batic lay ups. terrific player improvements, and a great bunch

boys to travel with, Eli Birge was the team's Most Improved

Player. William (Wei-Y u) Chen was the team’s leading scorer,

including a 25 point outburst against Richmond. Lucas Jansen

was the captain, and received a Bantam 'S’ for his efforts.

-Coach Houghton

12i
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The Bantam Girls Basket-

ball team had a great season

of ft wins and 5 losses and

placed ihird in ourdi vision.

Most importantly, their con-

tinuous efforts defined the success

of our year. Each member of the team

drastically improved their skills as play ers and

with' much communication and practice they started to work

together as a team. Bravo Spartans! Each girl gave significantly to the team and were

all key players to the teams ' accomplishments Becky Stuart, Captain and winner of

the Bantam "S” could always be depended oil for points, foul shots, great defense,

rebounds and continuous effort. Congratulations Becky! Chelsea Fortin was our

other Captain, who is ia true leitder! She is always wanting to improve her skills, is a

reliable post player and the brains behind the action! Melissa Crook is a talented

player where thereis nothing she cannotdo! She isoneofour top scorers, a team player

who has a: great attitude both on and off the court! Dianne Osei is a fabulous defender

and rebounder and will be a dangerous player in her senior yftitfs. She camea longway

litis yearand with much dedication she will reach her goals. Shinat Matsumura played

a key tote as one of the point guards on the team: She is very dedicated and always

willing to improve and be better. Her fun personality and great attitude made it a

pleasure to have her on our team. Marie-Pier Roy improved her game dramatically

this year! She is a tough post player and a good rebounder. Rebecca Wilson is a well-

rounded player who is always looking to improve her game. She always has a great

attitude who played a key role in the success of our secondline-up. Fernanda Morales

Michelle Lin, Angei Sun and Katy Raneourt had almost no previous basketball

experience before this year and are the team’s most improved players. It amazes me
as to how quickly someone can learn skills and actually play the game w ithin a week’s

time ! You all came in with a positive attitude wanting to leant as much about the game

as possible and you all did it! -T.Pwtdl:

Coach: Miss T. PorteUi

Captain:C Fortin and R. Stuart

TBackRow: Miss. T. Portelli, K. Raneourt, B. Wilson''

F. Morales, M. Crook, M.P. Roy, D. Osei, C. Fortin,

S. Matsumura, M. Lin, A. Sun

B. Stuart^Kneeling:

A



Coaeh: Mr. Williams, Mine Chartrand
Captain: J. Lee

Mr. Williams and Madame
Chartrand would like to express their

thanks to the students who partici-

pated in the squash program this year,

for their dedication, hard work and sports-

manship. They exhibited a very solid commitment

to the game of squash this year and were a pleasure to coach

on all levels. We were very proud to involve the players in

away tournaments at Montreal and Champlain College,

where the players showed that the school can be proud of

them in every way. The players had a lot of good times at

home as well, and they were certainly practicing above and

beyond their basic commitments to improve their skills and

quality of play. We were pleased to have the players improve

at such a high level and wish them all the best. A special

congratulation go to Judy Lee and Mario Ortega for being

awarded the squash trophies this season

Mme. Chartrand & Mr. Williams

Back Row: J. MacWilliam, A. Padruno, M.P Jacques,

J. Mank, Mme. C. Chartrand

Front Row: J. Lee, S. Chan, K. Cho, N. Maciel

/^Rack Row: A. Gingras, E. Petroussevitch,

R. Jacobi, M. Emrich, K. Bennett, Mr. C. Williams.

Front Row: P. Brandt, S. Lee, J. Khan, S. Kim,
M. Ortega. J
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Coaches: Mr. Steel, Mine Belanger

r
From Left to Right: Mr, T. Steel, J, Zermeno, j.

Ottereyes, G. Cobum, R. Jacobi, N. Lussier, J.

Hebert, S. Allen, R, Welsh, Miss. S. Belanger

Athletics
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Senior Boys Rugby
Coach: Mr. J. Scheib
Captain: P. Ross

Gentlemen, on 22 occasions you

heard. . . “it's a. great, great day for a

game of rugby football." At the be-

ginning of the year, you were guaran-

teed a rugby experience and it looked

something like this. We flew out of the blocks

beating an American university (Holy Cross) freshman team

and carried our other successes into the CAIS tournament in

Halifax. There we provided the upset of the tournament by

beating the Washington Cherry Blossom Tournament champs

UCC. We peaked by tying the tournament host King's

Edgehill 0-0 in an exciting match in front of their school and

a large crowd. This gave the school a shot (the first time in

the school’s collective history of having one in rugby) at

playing for a National Championship if we could get by

Ashbury but unfortunately we came up short on that fateful,

rainy Sunday morning. Other tournament successes included

finishing second at the GMAA Sevens and then the next day-

losing in the consolation final of the Division One New
England High School Championships. We had mixed success

in ET1AC with a depleted and beaten up team losing in the

final that was also our twenty-second game in only our

seventh week of rugby! Other highlights would have to

include the camaraderie shown within the team and the club;

singing “Guide Me O Thou Great Jehovah" led by our

conductor; "feeling the power of 15 acting as one"; believing

in the person beside you; “Showtime”; "money"; “hot soup”;

club practices; never leaving anything on the field but

sometimes leaving a little in your...”; “see that cemetery

overthere”; and many other fantastic memories theStanstead

College First XV Rugby Football Club will treasure. The

side was ably led by the captain Peter Ross (Major S winner)

and the pack leaders Rob “Silent Bob” Lenz (Major S). and

Rob Perretla (Senior S). Jeff Gray (Senior S) led the side in

tries but the MVP was #8 Chris Channell (Major S) whose

play was so strong that, quite simply, we won when he

played. All those who put on the shirt this year and laid it on

the line for the school... thank you.

Mr.Scheib & Mr.Dunn

Bark i eyRyRow: P. Erasing, B. Lee, T. Crearv. E. Petroussevitdi, T. Bartley,

Wan, R. Villareal C. Mi-Comber, P. Yoon
Middle Row: Mr, J. Scieb, ): Cho, D. MarosvC. Thompson, j. Fritz, N.

Maclsaac, C. Grotrte, P. Tomazewski, J. Lemieux, P, Kim, Mr. P. Dunn,

Mr. A, Sirnard

Front Row: D. Malaussena, R. Perretta, J. Gray, P. Ross, R. Lenz, C.

J
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Coach G.

Coach: Mr. hi Grenier
Captain: S. Hunt, A. Thibeault

I love this game. I love this,

season. I love this team. All coaches

are looking for this team: the kind of

team that learns throughout the sea-

son. has a winning record of 1 1 wins and

5 losses and learns from the games lost. Coaches

don't really want a perfect season because not much can be

learned from it other than arrogance and over-confidence -

and who wants that? Besides, coaches love to see how teams

respond to losing: do they eat each other alive and self-

destruct or do they believe and build? You girls believed.

Here’s what you built..

After losing three out of four games at the CAIS
national tournament in Halifax lostartthe season, we returned

strongerthan ever. We racked up too many points againstour

opponents in league play and won the league banner: best

team in the league. We dominated the GMAA 7s tournament,

at I CC by scoring 59 points for and allowing none against to

win gold. We play beautiful 7s rugby and are a force to be

reckoned with in this part of the country, certainly in this

province. The only other XVs losses we had were two

heartbreakers to our arch-rival BCS and we knew that the

final was going to be a close one. We had no idea how close.

That final was a spectacular home game that will go down in

the Stanstead books as one of the greatest games played in all

sports in my short 3 years at this school. The Stanstead senior

girls rugby team (and 1 mean team) won that game in double

overtime. That's sudden-death double overtime! We earned

that trophy the hard way. Many girls learned the values that

this sport has to offer on that day. Those values will last a

lifetime.

Oil that note. I want to write to the girls on this team

w'ho are re-reading this article ten, twenty or even thirty

years from now. Will you remember? The kicking game.

Capture the flag rugby. The tackling drills. The backs' plays.

The iron plate forwards. The lineouts. The Auckland square.

Running the lanes. The six basic drills. The gauntlet.

Scrummaging, rucking & mauling. Mr. G.’s sketches. The

posts. The field. The blood, sweat and tears;..

When you walk past Philip field again someday

take a moment to smell the grass and reflect on days gone by

You who have given so much to the game, let the game give

back to you - and it does give back in mysterious ways

remember the Marino-Salkeld-Grenier picture? I have

coached some of you for three years, will you remember? I

will.

Back Row: Mr. E. Grenier, H. Birge, A. Newman, M.E. Lemay,^
L. Quermeville, A. Fernandez, Km. McNamara, M. Sam,
H. Hutchins X. C'asares, Ka. McNamara, V. Alvarez, N, Model,

Mr: A. Simard

Front Row; S. Lanot, S. Rail!, J. Lemay, S. Hunt, A. Channel!,

\V. Armstrong, S. Leblanc, G. Coburn
^

PS. Annie & Sarah H., captains and major S winners, thank

you. Andie, MVP and major S winner, enjoy the game ball.
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Coach: Mr. Shannon, Mr. Wells
Captains:C Dreher, C. Muir

This was by far the most successful

team I have been involved with in

five years of coaching this level of

rugby at Stanstead College. In 15's

play at bantam we had 4 wins and 2 losses, and

we were undefeated at junior winning all six of our

games. It is certainly more fun when you win.butthis is only

part of the equation for me this year. What made this year

especially enjoyable was the manner in which our victories

were achieved. We came from behind on more than one

occasion, both at bantam and junior, to claim victory rather

than accept defeat. We played good, clean rugby and our

comportment both on the field and off was exemplary. This

season was a lot of fun because we won with class and

determination. “S" recipients include Jose Carlos De Las

Fuentes, J.C. Roy and Eli Birge at bantam, as well as Paul

Chiu, Theo Creary and Rodrigo Villareal at junior. 1

congratulate each award winner and all the players on a

most enjoyable season. You are all champions.

Coach Wells

Back Row: W, Malaussena, M. Ortega, P, Casaubon, J.C. de las Fuentes, T. Ki.rkman-Gagn-on , VV, Chen.

D. Thibeault, F. Lambert

Middle Row: Mr. C. Wells, X. Medina, P. Ruiz, P. Iturbe, A. Valdes, D. Osei,T. Bartley, J.M. Lanot,

Lemieux, P. Chiu, J.C. Roy, M. Raymond, Mr. C. Shannon •

^Front Row: B. Lee. C. Thompson. T. Creary. C. Muir, C Dreher, E. Birge, L. Jansen, J. Khan Ji

13
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Take four

experienced
players, add 18

keen rookies, drop a

huge amount of rain,

sprinkle sparingly with

sunshine, throw in a rugby ball and Mrs Steel's

bad jokes and voila, a great season magically appears.

Grit, determination, a sense of fun, a desire to learn, a

willingness to try - every single girl on this team brought

these qualities and more to our season. A lack of appropriate

level competition made it a season full of practices with few

games but this team found a way to make each practice an

upbeat and meaningful time. The leadership exhibited by

captains May Libby and Leah Shannon was consistent and

outstanding. The desire and competitive instincts of Ashley

Lalonde and Elisabeth Anderson pulled each girl to a higher

level.

Attendance at the LCC tournament found us return to the

school with Bantam 7’s banner which was a huge boost to

everyone's confidence. All in all a successful season with

a team which I felt was a pleasure to coach and to be a part

of.

Coach Steel

Junior Girls’Rugby
Coach: Mrs. Steel

Captains: M. Libby, L. Shannon

Athletics
3
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Spring Athletic Assembly
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Major S Winners
m- — —

-

-—_____:i———— fF:

Back Row: R. Lenz, P. Ross, T. Astono, A. Liu, J. Wan
Middle Row: R Kim, C. Channell, R. Perretta, B. Forino, C.

McComber, M.H. Ou, L. Wong
Front Row: S. Hunt, A. Gulliver, A. Channell, V. Armstrong,

A. Thibeault

Missing: S. Iserhoff



—

&

Senior Captains

m

I Back Row: R. Lenz, R Ross, T. Astono, R. Perretta, B. Forino,

1 A. Liu

|
Front Row:R Ross, J. Foglietta, J. Lemay, M. Siemsen, A.

| Thibeault

j! Missing: S. Iserhoff
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Stanstead College Theatre Arts

Presents

The Chrysalids

Written by John Wyndham, Adapted by David Harrower

:

fjlp

n«*

.

H k

David Ryan Bujold

I Rosa Ashley Wilson

1 Mark James Elliot

U Anne Aude Hebert

1 Joseph Strorm, David's father Jacob Fritz

Emily, his mother Aude Hebert

Sarah, his sister Jamie Smith

8 Petra, his sister Alicia Wapen
Axel, his uncle Julio Mena Brito

Sophie Wender Ashley Newman
John Wender Joseph Pape
Mary Wender Vanessa Kurtz

Alan Ervin AviDiamond
,

Mrs. Ervin Victoria Alvarez

Peter Timothy Wood
Inspector 1 Jay Leff

! Inspector 2 David Marosi

i
Inspector 3 Billy Malaussena

|
Steven Joseph Pape

" Fringe People 1-6 David Marosi, Avi Diamond, Jamie Smith,

Ashley Newman, Joey Pape, Andrew Smith
Fringe Prisoner Timothy Wood
Fringe People Grade 7 Creative Voice

Prompt Pablo Iturbe

Director Mrs. Barbara Elliot

Production Manager Mr. Geoffrey Telling

Technical Director Jeremy Stuart

Stage Manager Lucas Jansen

Stage Hands Timothy Wood, Travis Bartley

Dance Choreographer Alison Manning
Set Design Christian Williams & Grade 12 Art Students

Costumes Mrs. Jean Wilson

Costume Assistant Marie-Pier Jacques

I Makeup Vanessa Kurtz

1 Props Christina Onwana

Special Thanks to Peter Mendieta for guitar music
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Faculty Advisors Editors-in-Chief

Miss S. Belanger Brandon Forino

j

Miss J. Smith Jeremy Stuart

Layout

Avi Diamond Hope Hutchins

Charlotte Hince
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Web Site Club 2003

Senior Editor Advisor

Nathalie Lussier Ms. L. Getty

Staff

Junior Editors Brandon Fortin

Melissa Crook Juan Zermano

Lucas Jansen Fred Lambert

C ' *** ^ ™ 1^1=

Louis Wong
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Art by Leah Shannon
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Art

by

Amy

Gillespie







Debating

Conversation
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Club
PRQ-RECVC

Clubs



Clubs 2002 2003
Archives

Art

Badminton

Bowling

Band

Choir

Chess

Classic Films

Dance

Environmental Club

French Theatre

Horseback Riding

International Affairs

Investment

Karate

Kayak

Multimedia

Weights & Fitness

Debating & Public Speaking

Web Site Club
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Remember
As we go through the years

We meet many amazing people.

Some we will see way too much of

Others not nearly enough.

Each person had his or her part

Regardless of whether or not

You invited them into your life.

Even though we are moving on

We will not forget those people

They have all taught us something

Those who put you down
Taught you to achieve

Those who supported you

Gave you more confidence

Those who hurt you

Proved how great your true friends really are

Those who told your biggest secrets

Taught you to move on

And those who lied to you

Proved that the truth can hurt.

Never forget those people

They teach you the most important lessons of all

They taught you that life goes on

And you will heal over time

Without knowing it

They have done you a favor

So even though words hurt

When you add all of those people together

You have been taught to live.

-Chelsea Fortin
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Art by Cassandra Danyluck

Art & Lit



Kev
Some people dorilt know what to see,

Me, ] know, 1 have the kev

What kev? You sav.

I'll tell vou todav.

JVLv kev opens cverv door closed to me

Everv one, and With many

p o s s i b i 1 i 1 i e s

.

1 can. do anything 1 need.

All 1 need is a lead,

To this magical place

Of just me, and mv kev.

-Becky Wilson
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Art by Shinai Matsumara

Art & Lit



Art by Leah Shannon
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Art

by

Eli

Birge
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Grade 12

Grade 11

Grade 10

Grade 9

Grade 8

Grade 7

New York City, NY.

Ottawa

Quebec City

Montreal

Burlington, VT.

Burlington, VT.
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SeniorWinners: Kim
McNamara&Hannah Birge

JuniorWinners: Rodrigo

Villareal&JeanSamuel

Rancourt

Science Fairs
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Can-Am Hockey
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UK Tour 2003

The March trip to England, Scotland and Ireland was in the planning stages as the world prepared itself for war in Iraq

The deadline for the invasion kept getting pushed back, and we had to make a decision as to whether or not to go. We
did decide to go forward, and created an interesting itinerary which would see us stay 4 or 5 nights in each of the three

cities. As such, we would explore each city from our base hotel, and not have to pack and move from hotel to hotel

each night as we had done in past years.

There were, after a few late cancellations, a group of 14 young men and women who embarked on this memorable

journey with the two old men travellers. We were not long in London before war was declared and the streets were

filled with protestors and police. A few late night fire alarms in our hotel (the largest in London) also helped to make

us a little nervous, but all in all our time in London was great. We saw Oxford, Stratford and a lot of other sights and

museums. We also managed to arrange a few visits with alumni and former faculty as well as a formal alumni

reception where we met a number of alumni both recent and older. On we flew to Edinburgh, where we spent our few

days in Scotland. What a beautiful city, much less busy than London, but interesting as well. Our guide treated us to

his accent, his garb, and even a bagpipe demonstration which was a big hit. We experienced national rugby games

shown on huge screens in a park overlooked by the Edinburgh castle. Our next stop was Dublin, a young, vibrant

university city which was another fine stop on our journey. We had a super guide as well in Dublin; he connected wel

with students and teachers alike and he and the bussy kept us laughing with their singing and jokes. We saw some

beautiful countryside around Dublin where many movies were shot, and toured the city (passing by but not actually

entering the Guinness brewery - 1 swear!). We left the UK and returned to homestays and relatives for the last few

days of the break before school resumed.

Of course we had our share of incidents along the way. ...some lost passports and plane tickets, a heroic emergency

glass break, “something strange going on here”, a dip in the loch, some ungodly early flights, a lost wallet or two, lost

bags, and some more lost passports.... all of which added a few grey hairs to the heads of the teachers. We managed ti

get through it all and made it back safe and sound. The group genuinely enjoyed the trip and were generally a pleasur

to deal with. These trips are always good for meeting new people, learning about new places, interacting with each

other in a different setting, and having a good time. Some of the older students and Mr Denney and I enjoyed

renewing our friendships with Sam and Diana, the first two Gappies at Stanstead from ‘00- ‘01, who both joined us foi

a few days.

The group:Pablo Casaubon

Ximena Casares

Kai Cho

Jose De las Fuentes

Jacob Fritz

Paul Kim
Brandon Lee

Sol Lee

Jason Ou
Ryan Park

Karim Silhy

Andy Sun

Louis Wong
Paul Yoon

Mr. Brian Denney, Mr. Andre Simard

.19 '
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ACADEMIC AWARDS JUNIOR SCHOOL
Music Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

Art Prizes Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

Mathematics Prizes Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

Science Prizes Grade 7 —
Grade 8

Grade 9

English Prizes Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

History Prize Grade 8

Geography Prizes Grade 7

Grade 9

Prizes in Spanish Beginner

Intermediate

Prize for Most Improvement in French (Second Language)

Amaron Prizes for French Grades7

Grade 8

Grade 9

Sybil Galambos Prizes for Franfais Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

E.S.L. Prizes: Outstanding Work
Improvement in E.S.L.

Proficiency Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

ACADEMIC AWARDS SENIOR SCHOOL
Music Grade 10

Anne Mackenzie English Prizes Grade 10

Grade 1
1

Art Prizes Grade 10

Grade 11

Economics Prize Grade 1 1

Computer Prize Grade 10

Grade 11

Historical Society Prize Grade 10

J.D. Ferguson History Prize Grade 11

Biology Prize Grade 11

Chemistry Prizes Grade 10

Grade 11

Mathematics Prizes Grade 10

Grade 11

Physical Science Prize Grade 10

Physics Prizes Grade 10

Grade 11

A.P. Gordon Prize for Science Grade 1
1

The John Weils Prize for Improvement in French (Second Language)

Amaron Prizes for French Grade 10

Grade 1 1
—

Sybil Galambos Prizes for Franfais Grade 10

Grade 11

Prix Speciaux—Ursulines Progres

Succes

.Rebecca Wilson
• William (Wei Yu) Chen
Paul (Yi Hsien) Chiu

Catalina Barroso Luque

Juan Ignacio Zermeno Remirez

Shinai Matsumura

Rebecca Wilson

Lisa McNamara
Michelle (Yu-Shan) Lin

• Rebecca Wilson

Chelsea Fortin

Leah Shannon

Dominic Jansen

Chelsea. Fortin

Ashley Wilson

Chelsea Fortin

Catalina Barroso Luque

Leah Shannon
• Lisa McNamara
Jennifer Bauer

1 Alfredo Valdes Vazquez

Catalina Barroso Luque

Juan Ignacio Zermeno Remirez

Rodrigo Villarreal Ramos
Frederic Lambert-Pelletier

- Lisa McNamara
Jennifer Bauer

Angel (Shih-Shuan) Sun
Tae Gyun Kim
Rebecca Wilson

Chelsea Fortin

Leah Shannon

Ryan Bujold

.Kim McNamara
Leigh Partington

Ryan (Hyun Dong) Park

Vicky Armstrong

Julia Mank
Alex Marcotte

Shaida Guzman Romero
Kim McNamara
Julia Mank
Julia Mank
Kim McNamara
Julia Mank/Kai (Jung Eun) Cho
Joseph Pape

Kai (Jung Eun) Cho
Alejandra Padruno Aarun

Jonathan Lemieux/Kim McNamara
Jason Cowan
Julia Mank
Ana Maria Ximena Casares Rivero

Alejandra Padruno Aarun

Shaida Guzman Romero
Kim McNamara.

Katie McNamara
Jean-Michel Lanot

Leigh Partington
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ACADEMIC AWARDS GRADE 12

Economics Prizes -

English Prize

Computer Prize

Environmental Studies Prize

Political Science /History Prize

Psychology Prize

Biology Prize

Chemistry Prize

Mathematics Prize

Physics Prize

Amaron Prize for French

Sybil Galambos Prize for Framjais

Art Prize

Vivien (Lu) Yu
Nathalie Lussier

Nathalie Lussier

AliciaWapen

Julio Mena Brito

Nicole Desjardins

Luke Yoon
Luke Yoon
Judy (Ji Won) Lee

Judy (Ji Won) Lee

Vivien (Lu) Yu
Marie-Pier Jacques

Louis (Wai Hin) Wong

SPECIAL PRIZES
The Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity

The Thespian Shield for Acting

The Director’s Award in Theatre Arts

The Music Prize (for contribution to music in the Senior School)

The Year Book Award
The McGill Science Medal Award
The Web Site Award
The Technology Prize

Junior Debating Award
Senior Debating Award
The Lee Audet Trophy for Public Speaking

The Kathleen Harper Junior Public Speaking Prize

The Rotary Club Service Award (service above self in the SC Community)
Alumni Bursary Award (deserving Gr, 1 1 student going into Gr. 1 2)

The Fountain Family Scholarship (deserving Northeast Kingdom student)

The Raymond Lester Memorial Award (student who has benefited from being at SC)
The Banting Bursary Award (returning local student academic achievement)

The Kenneth Reed Memorial Award (a local junior student returning to school)

The Leonard McGilton Memorial Award (a local senior student returning to school)

The Billy Huckins Memorial Scholarship (dedication, hard work, achievement, courage)

The Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics

The Arthur E. Curtis Jr. Award (top student entering an engineering programme)
The Geoffrey Wood Foundation Scholarship (top student entering a science programme)
The Ralph V. Merry Scholarship (top student entering a humanities programme)
The John H.E. Colby Scholarship (dedication to school, mission, programmes)

The Trustees Scholarship

The Jean Prieur Memorial Awards
The Maas Scholarship (excellence in academics, citizenship and integrity)

House Director’s Award: Bugbee House

Colby House
Davis House
Webster House

The Sheila Ferguson Shield for All-round Junior Girl Athlete of the Year

The S.F. Abbott Shield, for All-round Junior Boy Athlete of the Year
The Shirley Wolter Trophy for All-round Senior Girl Athlete of the Year
The Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy for All-round Senior Boy Athlete of the Year
Die Wilder Shield (for a junior student with most positive influence)

The Bowman Hall Award (graduating boy scholar/athlete)

The Trueman McFadyen Award (graduating girl scholar/athlete)

The Birks’ Bronze Medal for the best Student in Grade 10

The Headmaster’s Award
The Governor General’s Medal for the best Student in Grade 11

The Birks’ Silver Medal for the best Student in Grade 12

The Pitcher Memorial Prize—The School’s Flighest Award

Vanessa Kurtz

Jacob Fritz

Jeremy Stuart

Teddy Astono

Brandon Forino/Jeremy Stuart

Leigh Partington

Nathalie Lussier

Robin (Long) Zhao

Arthur J. Nelson

Hannah Birge

Jeremy Stuart

Elisabeth Anderson

Jeremy Stuart

Sheilah Ludington

May Libby

Louis (Wai Hin) Wong
Kim McNamara
Jennifer Bauer

Hope Hutchins

Robert Perretta

Judy (Ji Won) Lee

Nathalie Lussier

Kai (Jung Eun) Cho
Julia Mank
Jeffrey Gray

Ninfa Isabel Grosskelwing Ruiz

Jonathan Lemieux
Piotr Tomazewski/Julia Mank
Jean-Samuel Rancourt

Ana Ximena Fernandez Laframboise

Brandon Forino

Marie-Pier Jacques

Elisabeth Anderson/Marie-Eve Lemay
Paul (Yi Hsien) Chiu

Annie Thibeault

Christopher Channell

Jean-Samuel Rancourt

Shawn Iserhoff

Andrea Channell

Kim McNamara
Robert Lenz

Julia Mank
Judy (Ji W on) Lee

Shawn Iserhoff

Prize List







Eric Grenier
Mr. Grenier was hired in 2000 to re-start the long dormant music

programme at Stanstead College. Educated at B.C.S. for his high

school years and Marianopolis, McGill, and Bishop’s University

for his post-secondary years, he arrived well-prepared to step

into the multi-faceted role of teacher at a private school.

Mr. G had to build the music department from the ground up -

arranging the acquisition of equipment, designing the curricu-

lum, and teaching all groups. This was no easy feat, but it was

something he did with care and commitment, both of which have

become words associated with his tenure here in everything he

did or touched. In addition to the core music programme in the

junior grades, he started a school band which grew to include

between twenty and thirty of the most talented and enthusiastic

musicians from all grades in the school. This group worked

quickly to establish their repertoire of songs and performed with

a high degree of quality and enthusiasm at various school func-

tions over the years under his guidance.

Mr. Grenier also taught English to the Grade 9’s, encouraging them to strive for excellence in every-

thing they produced of a literary nature, and for an understanding of meanings both obvious and subtle

in required course readings. He challenged all students, including some for whom English was not their

mother tongue, to attain at levels which they did not feel were possible but over time they did learn to

achieve. Without exception, students feel lucky to have had Mr. Grenier as a teacher.

On the sports field, Mr. G earned the reputation of a coach who was committed to his athletes, his team,

and his sport, be it on the rink or on the soccer or rugby field. His enthusiasm rubbed off on his

charges, who emulated the work ethic of their coach and spent countless hours as groups or individuals

working diligently on improving their skills and preparing for their upcoming opponents. It became a

little bit of a joke when his practices lasted through the afternoon and into the early evening, but the

students loved to be out there with him.

As the first coach of the bantam/junior girls rugby programme (prior to this we had had only the one

girls’ team), his legacy was to initiate a group of 25 or more girls into this wonderful sport, and to see

them grow and develop over time. A few years later, in his last game as a coach at Stanstead, he led

the Senior Girls’ Rugby Team (which included many of those same girls) to the ETIAC Championship

at home in a great game won in overtime over BCS. What a perfect ending to a short coaching career!

People like Mr. Grenier do not come along very often. He is a gentleman of character and integrity. He

is a dedicated teacher who fulfills all of his many roles at school - teacher, coach, supervisor, advisor,

mentor, colleague, musician, Icemen, friend - with caring and commitment. As he and Marie-Josee wed

this summer and move to a new life and career in Lac Megantic, we know that it is not without some

regret. Mr. G has a gift for teaching and just as he will miss this life, we at Stanstead will also miss him

greatly. He has touched many in his short time here, and we wish him all the best in the years to come.

Happily, he will be just a few hours down the road and will therefore be able to visit often.

With much love and respect,

The Sub-Committee
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Julie Smith
Straight out of Burgessville, Ontario, Julie Smith came to Stanstead

College in the autumn of 1999, after completing her Bachelor of

Science and Bachelor of Education at Queen’s University. She

arrived on campus armed with a solid background in Biology and

Physical Science, an interest in basketball, and an eagerness to

become an active member of a boarding school environment. That

first year was spent growing accustomed to the frenetic pace and

commitment required of a faculty member here at Stanstead. Julie

lived on campus, was a TOD in Colby House, coached junior boys’

basketball, and survived teaching 5 new courses for the first time in

her career. But unlike some boarding school rookies, she did not

spend her free time bemoaning the fact that she was extraordinarily

busy. Instead, she quickly accepted the demands placed upon her, even embraced them, and began

to thrive in the Stanstead College pressure-cooker. This is clearly evidenced by the two events

that highlight and help define Julie’s time at the College. These two events are also a testament to

her dedication, courage, and passion for the boarding school experience. Firstly, after a year of

apprenticeship, Julie took over the Spectrum in 2001, filling the unfillable shoes of Peter

Ashworth, who had over the years, with the help of Paul Duncan, turned Stanstead’ s version of the

Yearbook into the yardstick by which all other yearbooks are measured. It is a testament to

Julie’s bravery and selflessness that she not only accepted this responsibility, but also successfully

canned on the tradition of excellence. The Spectrum remains the best high school yearbook that

most of us will ever see. Julie’s leadership and commitment are large reasons why. Secondly,

while most staff are hired into residential duty as a pre-condition of their first-time employment at

a school, Julie did the unthinkable and volunteered to become the House Director (not the Assis-

tant HD) of the Junior Girls’ residence in 2001. Abandoning her lifestyle and the friendly con-

fines of Farmhouse West for the close quarters of Colby House, she undertook the daunting task

and monumental challenge of being the parent to 40 young girls living away from home. As her

Director of Student Life during that time, I can unequivocally state that she performed the myriad

duties of that position with competence, dedication, and most importantly, care. Many young girls

will fondly remember Julie for the rest of their lives.

As will we. Throughout her all-too-short time here, Julie developed into a true boarding school

person, who did all she did for the purest of reasons; for the kids. Good luck at Bayview Glen,

Smitly. Keep in touch, and come back to visit, as there will always be a lawn chair with your

name on it in the backyard.

Erik Van Dyke

Faculty Leaving



Phil Dunn
Phil came to Stanstead for the 2001-2002 school

year as a Gap student and he was expected to spend

one year working in ESL, athletics, and coaching.

He lived in Davis 216 and did a super job in all

respects. So well did he do his job, in fact, that Mr.

Shannon decided to offer him the chance to return to

Stanstead this past year, 2002-2003, as a residential

don. He tripled his salary, moved into a nice apart-

ment in Bugbee, added Phys. Ed. and some other

duties to his job description, and proceeded to have

another excellent year. Phil has an endearing qual-

ity about him which makes him able to relate to the

students without seeming bossy or trying to be cool.

They respect him and genuinely like to be around

him. He also carried himself well with the adults in

the community, gaining their respect for the enthusiasm, maturity, and helpfulness he

brought to his role. It is rare for someone as young as Phil to receive such accolades

from his peers both younger and older. The ESL kids really took to Phil, and despite

not being able to understand a word he said, enjoyed the youth and humor he brought

to his classes with them. In terms of Phys. Ed., Phil took over the junior school

classes this year, and he was always ready to play soccer with them - fall, winter, or

spring. In fact, Phil never missed an opportunity to play with the mixed group who
played soccer on the small field during their free time. This was not part of his job

description, but something that he loved to do and something that the students really

appreciated. Phil coached soccer, basketball, and rugby. While more experienced

with soccer and rugby, Phil also became a knowledgeable apprentice coach in basket-

ball. He enjoyed team travel and managed to see many places across Canada (in-

cluding Shaniwaga) and made new friends. On long weekend breaks, he often ac-

companied the organized school trips, and during the Spring Break in March of ’02,

Phil joined the tour group traveling across Canada by train. All in all, Phil has man-

aged to get a lot out of his time here, and we have certainly gotten a lot out of Phil.

As he moves on to university in the fall, we wish him the best of luck and thank him

for his two years of commitment to the school. Keep in touch!

All the best, Paddie,

The Sub-Committee
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Suzanne Petraki
Suzanne Petraki joined the Admissions’ team to replace

Joanne Carruthers as the Assistant Director of Admissions

in February, 2002, while Joanne was away from the school

on a one year maternity leave. As a former parent of two

graduates, and former member of the Board of Trustees,

Suzanne arrived on the job endowed with a first hand

awareness of the school and its programs - well equipped

to assume her new role in admissions. Her warm, nurtur-

ing personality, knowledge of the Stanstead philosophy

and culture of the school were instrumental in ensuring an

easy transition as she moved into Joanne’s office. Once
installed, she responded to inquiries from prospective families and assisted with

recruitment initiatives, advertising, and on-campus family visits. She connected

comfortably with students, parents and faculty alike. Suzanne enjoyed her year’s

experience in Admissions as every day presented new challenges that she met and

dealt with in a thorough, professional manner. She has a passion for the school and a

sincere interest in the students’ well-being. Suzanne was extremely helpful when
relating to families as a result of her own personal experience and involvement

within the Stanstead community. Although her busy year was over all too quickly,

she clearly left her mark with the families and students with whom she dealt.

Suzanne still keeps in touch and we look forward to her campus visits.

Andy Elliot

Faculty Leaving



Cynthia Baldwin

Cynthia Baldwin leaves Stanstead Col-

lege after a twelve-year career as the

laboratory andtechnology assistant. Her

expertise in setting up lab experiments

for all of our biology, chemistry, and

physics courses will be sadly missed.

Over the course of her work here, Miss

Baldwin has helped countless students

design and carry out superb projects for both the Junior and

Senior Science Fairs. Miss Baldwin plans to use her Environ-

mental Quality Control degree from Mount Royal College in

Calgary, Alberta to enter the field of research. We will miss her,

and we wish her luck in the future.
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Graduates!

Stay in touch with the Alumni Office!

Add your name and contact info to the

Stanstead College Alumni Directory!

http: / /www.stansteadcollege.com/dev

, Voyages
Orford

voyages
bellevuo

Voyages Bellevue

Sherbrooke:

2759 King Ouest 566-8663

Lac-Megantic 583-2801

www.voyagesbellevue.com

Voyages Orford

Sherbrooke:

2759 King Ouest 563-7131

756, 12E avenue Nord 564-4433

Magog, Galeries Orford 843-4747

www.voyagesorford.com
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Musee Colby-Curtis Museum
Societe historique de Stanstead

Stanstead Historical Society

535 Dufferin Tel: (819) 876-7322

Stanstead, Qc Fax: (819) 876-7937

JOB 3E0 E-mail: mccrcip@interlinx.qc.ca

Congratulations to

Chris and Andrea Channell,

Follow your dreams and pursue your happiness,

for only you have that power. I am very proud of

you and wish you the best.

Eternal love Mom

Advertising



Compliments

of

Eric T. Webster
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Good Luck to the

Graduating Class of 2003

au de la renovation

Michel Martin
President Directevr general

President, Genera! Manager

R & M MARTIN INC.

7 rue Centre

Stanstead, Que JOB 3E0

T6I. : 1-819-876-2751

Toll Free : 1-877-876-2751

Fax : 1-819-876-2828

44 rue Sf-Pierre

Magog, Que. J 1 X 3A2

Tel.: 1-819-843-4792

Fax : 1-819-843-4339

Advertising



R.B.Q.: 1752 3549 58

CONSTRUCTION
PARTINGTON INC.

DAVID PARTINGTON

T6I.: (8 1 9} 843-7 1 46 1 00. <tfi. Partington
Fax; (819) 868-1978 Georgeville, Quebec
Cef!.: (819) 823-6079 JOB 1 TO

Best wishes

from

a friend

Specialistes certifies
^8^ ;

1. JL_a17
ORTHODONTISTESLEMAY

Pratique exclusive

de I'orthodontie

Jules E. Lemay Jules E. Lemay hi
D.D.S., Cert. Ortho., F.R.C.D. (0 D.D.S., Cert. Ortho., F.R.C.D. (Q

91, rue Peel, bureau 100 Bur. : (819) 822-4434

Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1 H 4J9 Fax

;

(819) 822-3763

(Plateau Marquette) jul333@bigfoot.com
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"From Bowrettes to Blue Jeans"

Advertising



Jus de Pomme Frais

Pommes d’arrosage controlld

Ldgumes biologiques

Verger Heath Orchard
Pommes- 25 Varidt&s • Apples- 25 Varieties

Fresh Pressed Apple Juice 4950 ch. Heath off Rte. 143

Minimum Use of Pesticides Stanstead, Que. JOB 3E0

Organic Vegetables Tel. (819) 876-2817

Feliotaciones!

A todos los

graduados de este

ano escolar 2003

Compliments and best wishes to

THE STUDENTS OF STANSTEAD

College

J.P. TAXI

Tel.: 819-876-5555

J.P. Fournier Prop. Stanstead Quebec.

Local and Long Distance Fully Insured

THANK YOU FOR
YOUR SUPPORT
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The Town of Stanstead would
LIKE TO SEND THEIR WELL WISHES TO

THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 2003

La Ville de Stanstead voudrait

ENVOYER LEURS SOUHAITS A LA

CLASSE DE FINNISSANTS 2003

Advertising



IL N’Y A PAS DE LIMITE
A CE QU’ON PEUT FAIRE POUR VOUS

Sonorisation • Eclairage

Multimedia

Gestion d’evenements

Representation d’artisites

Conseils techniques

Service d’exposition

Location de scene

Service electrique temporaire

Vente et location
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Congratulations Little Brother!

Bur. & Fax (819) 876-2303 Res. (819) 876-7360

CONSTRUCTION
GOUDREAU

INC
R.B.Q. Licence 2553-7903-25

Gravier, Terre & Sable - Gravel, Earth & Sand

54, Maple MARTIAL FAUTEUX
Stanstead (Quebec) JOB 3E0 Proprietaire - Owner

Advertising



SABDULQAHIR Mohammed ERNSING Patrick

AHN Sung lJ ii
FERNANDEZ MARTINEZ Andrea

AIKIN Laura FKRNANDgflBLAFRAMBOISE Ana Ximena

ALLEN Schuyler FERRY Edwina

ALVAREZ WYSSMAN Renate Victoria FOGLIETTA Jonathan

ANDERSON Elisabeth FORINO Brandon

ARMSTRONG Vicky FORTIN Chelsea

ASIONO Teddy FORTIN Brandon

BALCER Tristan FRITZ Jacob

BARROSO Catalina GARGARI SILVA Paulina

BARTLEY Travis GEORGEVICH Christopher

BAUER Jennifer GILLESPIE Amy

BEAULAC-ZINAY David GILLESPIE Andrew

BENNETT Kevin GJNGRAS Aaron

BIRGE Eli GRAY Jeff

BIRGE Hannah GROOTE Chris

BONARO Michael GROSSKELWING Ninfa

BOUCHER Philippe-Olivier GULLIVER Alexandra

BRANDT Philip
GUZMAN ROMERO Shaida

BUJOLD Rvan HEBERT Julien

CARRERO SANZ Montserrat HEBERT-DESJARDINS Aude

CASARES RIVERO Ximena HELIE Mathieu

CASAUBON Pablo HINCE Charlotte

CERRATANI Alex HUNT Sarah

CHAN Sany HUSSEIN Seif

CHANG Ronald HUTCHINS I lope

CHANNELL Andrea ISERHOFF Shawn

CHANNELL Christopher ITURBE FERNANDEZ Pablo

CHAPUT Mathieu JACOBI Rhett

CHEN William JACQUES Marie-Pier

CHIU Paul JANSEN..
' '

Dominic

CHO Ahreum JANSEN/
J

Lucas

CHO Jasper (Tae Kwan) JOB Paul

CHO Kai KANG Chris

CLOUTIER Jean-Paul KAO Jocelyn

COBURN Gaby |
KAO Jessica

COMEAU Landon Jpf
' KAO Lui-Chih (Kent)

COPESTAKE Andrew KHAN Joseph

CORRIVEAU Jonathan KIM Paul (Hyung Woo)

COWAN Jason KIM Sonny Suit Do

CREARY Theodore KIM TaeGyun

crook: a m '

Michelle KIM Joo Sung

CROOK Melissa KIRKMAN-GAGNON Thomas

CUENANT Lauren KURTZ .Vanessa

DANYLUK Cassandra LABONTE Samantha

DAVIES BOOTH Amanda LALONDE Ashley

DAVIS Matthew LAMBERT-PELLETIER Frederic

DE LAS FUENTES Jose
LANOT Sandrine

DEL PLNTO Anthony LANOT Jean-Michel

DEL TORO ZAMORANO Ximena LAW Vivian

DESJARDINS Nicole LEBLANC Sarah

DIAMOND Avi
' LEE Fu-Chen

DIEGO PLOWELLS Ignacio LEE Hae Ri

DREHER Christopher LEE Judy Ji Won

ELLIOT James LEE Keon Won

EMRICH Andrew LEE Sol

EMRICH Matthew LEE Sung Han (Brandon)
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IEFF Jay RANCOUR! Jean-Samuel

LEMAY Julie RANCOURT-BARON Katherine

LEMAY Marie-Eve RAYMOND Miguel

LEMIEUX Jonathan RONSSE Eric

LEMYRE Martin ROOT Mathieu

LEMYRE Mathieu ROSS Peter

LENZ Robert ROY Jean-Christophe

LIBBY May ROY Marie-Pier

LIM Dea-Youn (Tony) RUIZ GALINDO Pablo

LIM Dea-Young (John) SCHNEIDER Annya
LIN Michelle SHANNON Leah

LIN Mark SHANNON Matthew

LIU Allen SHAW Nathalie

LIU Bruce SIEMSEN Stephan

LOPEZ ALATORRE Daniela SIEMSEN Martin

LUDINGTON Sheilah STL IIY SESIN Karim

LUSSIER Nathalie SMITH Andrew

MACIEL FERNANDEZ Natalia SMITH Jamie

MACISAAC Nick STANLEY-SMITH Jamie

MACWILLIAM Jennifer STUART Rebecca

MALAUSSENA Dominic STUART Jeremy

MALAUSSENA William Jr. SUN Andy
MANK Julia SUN Angel

MARCOTTE Alex SUN Mark
MARIN BRITO Monica THIBEAULT Annie

MAROSI David THIBEAULT David

MIRK IRANA Sonny THIBEAULT Simon

MATHURIN JessjJca THOMPSON Chad
MATSUMURA Shinai THUIN Anthony

MCCOMBER Cole TOMASZEWSKI Piotr

MCNAMARA Katie TOYAMA Maiko
MCNAMARA Kim VALDES-VASQUEZ Alfredo

MCNAMARA Lisa VEILLETTE Francis

MEDINA MORA Xavier Y£RA VEGA Karla

MENA BRITO Julio VII LAIttEAL RAMOS Rodrigo

MORALES AGUILAR Fernanda WAGNER Candice

MUIR Christopher WAN Jeffrey

NELSON A.J. WAPEN Alicia

NEWMAN Ashley WELSH Robert

ONWONA Christiana WILLIAMS BnaXahsha
ORTEGA SAMPSON Mario WILSON Ashley

OSEI David WILSON Rebecca

0SE1 Dianne WON Rick (Kyung II)

OTTEREYES Juliette WONG Wai-Hin (Luis)

OU Cindy (Yang Hsuang) WOOD Melissa

OU Eric WOOD Timothy

OU Jason YOON Luke
OU Meng-Hang YOON In-Kwon (Paul)

OU Scott (Yang Wei) YU. Vivien (Lu)

PADRUNO AARUN Alejandra ZERMENO REMIREZ Juan Ignacio

PAPE Joseph ZHAO Long (Robin)

PARK Ryan
PARTINGTON Leigh

PERRETTA Robert

PETROUSSEVITCH Eugeuni

QUENNEVILLE Liane

RAILL Stephanie







Turn a Page

The end of the year

Many choices - no answe

This is part of life.

-Sandrine Lanot

yostens
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